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Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address
and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.

Letters can also be mailed to P.O. Box 81,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87103. Letters—including

comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in
any medium and edited for length and clarity; owing to

the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t
respond to every letter.
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Gun Control, Quirky Style

Dear Editor,
I have mixed feelings about banning guns at City
Council meetings. “Gun Free Zones” seem to attract
mass shooters like feces attracts flies. However, there
is a similarity between Council meetings and rowdy
bars, where we have long banned guns. Just make
sure the councilors go through the metal detectors
with the rest of us.

As to “Lock Up” requirements: Why do I never
see this suggested as to automobiles? Stolen cars are
just as big a threat to public safety as stolen guns.
There would be less threat of theft of guns from cars if
there were fewer places where lawful CCW holders
were nevertheless prohibited from carrying. This
requires leaving the weapon in the car.

I have only seen one government program that
actually and significantly reduced gun violence. 

In the early ’90s, Richmond, Va. was a shooting
gallery. Gang bangers were doing drivebys that left
more noncombatants dead than rival gang
bangers.The local cops and prosecutors got together
with the federal prosecutors and federal judges,
forming Project Exile. This program not only had the
backing of the normal antigun groups, but also the
NRA, which gave at least two $100,000
contributions to help fund it. It resulted in as 50
percent reduction in gun homicides (and even more
for noncombatants) in one year, and continuing.

What was the program? Every time a convicted
felon was caught in possession of a firearm, he was
taken to federal court to be tried and sentenced
under existing federal law, providing a minimum
sentence of at least 5 years. It was also arranged that
this prison time be served in a federal prison as far
away from Richmond as available. If Freddy Felon
missed his mommy—great! That was the idea. This
program was widely publicized, giving Freddy fair
warning. It made gun carrying by felons extremely
unfashionable.

The same program could work here, if law
enforcement and courts have the huevos to do it.

Ken McDaniel,
Rio Rancho

Situational Ethics

Dear Editor,
When the United States had a half-black centrist
President like Barack Obama (who was far to the
right of a socialist like Bernie Sanders), it took the
reactionary editors of Albuquerque Journal six short
days to write about US Attorney General Loretta
Lynch’s lack of ethics for chatting with former
President Bill Clinton during an investigation into
Hillary Clinton’s emails. The editors wrote the first
female African-American US Attorney General
must have been “star struck.” 

These editors also lashed out at the first African-
American US Attorney General, Eric Holder, nine
days after he was held in civil/criminal contempt by
House Republicans for not releasing DOJ process
documents over the Fast and Furious Program. ABQ
Journal editors wrote, “Put your documents where
your mouth is.”

Now that America is great again, with a white
President and Attorney General, ABQ Journal
editors no longer seem concerned about ethics or
transparency! 

In 2018, as federal prosecutors in New York
investigated evidence involving President Trump’s

role in illegally paying hush money to a porn star,
Trump called on acting US Attorney General
Matthew Whitaker to replace the investigators.
Whitaker testified under oath to Congress that
Trump had never pressured him, but he told
colleagues that his job was to jump on a grenade for
the President. The Journal never wrote about how
Whitaker was “star struck” by Trump. 

In 2019 the editors of the Albuquerque Journal
called for the release of the “report on the
Investigation into Russian Interference in the 2016
U.S. Election,” writing, “You paid for it.” Once it was
released, the Journal never followed up. When
Attorney General William Barr was held in
contempt over part of the report, Journal editors
never wrote, “Put your documents where your mouth
is.”

The report details President Trump’s attacks on
Attorney General Jeff Sessions, along with
completely ludicrous attempst to obstruct ongoing
investigations. Trump and Corey Lewandowski
wrote a script for A.G. Jeff Sessions to un-recuse
himself! “I know that I recused myself from certain
things having to do with specific areas. But our
POTUS is being treated very unfairly. He shouldn’t
have a special prosecutor/counsel b/c he didn’t do
anything wrong. I was on the campaign w/ him for 9
months, there were no Russians involved with him.
He didn’t do anything wrong. He ran the greatest
campaign in American history.” The sycophantic
Sessions was eventually fired and replaced with
William Barr, who exonerated the President from
multiple charges of obstruction of justice. 

It has also been reported that Attorney General
William P. Barr has held private meetings overseas
with foreign intelligence officials seeking their help
in a Justice Department inquiry that President
Trump hopes will discredit US intelligence agencies.
The President has also asked foreign leaders to work
with the US Attorney General in order to dig up dirt
[on] Trump’s possible 2020 opponent.

It’s now been over one month since the
Trump/Ukraine story came out, but the editors seem
to be waiting for more evidence to come out, despite
the fact that in the last few weeks there has been a
flood of breaking news stories, hourly. The New
Mexico Congressional Delegation has also remained
silent, and local news outlets and journalists at KOB-
4, KOAT-7, KRQE-13, The Daily Lobo, Weekly Alibi
and the Albuquerque Journal claim it’s not their job to
ask tough questions. These Congressional offices
have large staffs and communications teams and
their focus on progressive issues, during a historic
Constitutional Crisis is tragic. 

We are living through an epistemological crisis,
where citizens in safe spaces and echo chambers are
literally unable to verify what is real and what is fake.
National/local journalism has exacerbated this crisis
by being fair and balanced. 

“The ideal subject of totalitarian rule is not the
convinced Nazi or the convinced Communist, but
people for whom the distinction between fact and
fiction (i.e., the reality of experience) and the
distinction between true and false (i.e., the standards
of thought) no longer exist.”—Hannah Arendt,
Origins of Totalitarianisma

Brian Fejer,
Albuquerque

Letters should be sent with the writer’s name, address and daytime phone
number via email to letters@alibi.com. They can also be faxed to (505) 346-
0660. Letters may be edited for length and clarity, and may be published in
any medium; we regret that owing to the volume of correspondence we
cannot reply to every letter. Word count limit for letters is 300 words.
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Dateline: Iowa
A family’s basement was flooded with five
inches of blood and animal byproducts.
According to WHO-TV in Iowa, Nick
Lestina was in the middle of prepping his
house in Bagley, Iowa, to go on the market
when he found out that his basement had
been flooded with five inches of what
appeared to be blood. “I was shocked at first,”
he told reporters, “but—I mean—I had a
pretty good idea where it came from.” The
Lestina family has lived next to Dahl’s
Custom Meat Locker for 10 years, but this is
the first time they’ve ever had any issue with
the company. According to specialists, the
red liquid that filled the basement was a
mixture of animal blood, fat and bones. Iowa
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has
been investigating the incident and says the
meat locker flushed blood down the floor
drain after killing a number of hogs. That
floor drain likely discharges into a tile, which
could connect to the family’s basement drain
via a shared pipe. The DNR confirmed that
the blood would have continued to rise if
Lestina hadn’t used a sump pump. A number
of items were ruined by the blood. Lestina
said the damages done to his home will cost
thousands to repair and says that the meat
locker refuses to help pay for it. But the
company’s co-owner, Kaitlin Dahl, told
reporters that the Dahl family is arguing with
their insurance company in an attempt to get
it to cover the damages—“otherwise we will
financially assist the Lestinas,” she said. Until
the mess is cleaned up, the Iowa Department
of Health has recommended that the family
of seven leave their home to avoid any
potential biohazards.

Dateline: Ireland
A man played a posthumous prank on his
loved ones as they attended his funeral.
Dublin Live reports that mourners were
shocked to hear the voice of the late Shay
Bradley projecting from the man’s casket as it
was lowered into a grave earlier this month.
“Hello,” the voice called, as knocking sounds
that seemed to come from the coffin could be
heard. “Let me out! Where the f— am I?
Hello? Let me out! It’s f— dark in here … Is
that the priest I can hear? I’m in the box.
Can’t you hear that?” The voice goes on to
sing lines from Neil Diamond’s “Hello
Again.” The mourners’ confusion quickly
turned to mirth when they realized the voice
was actually a pre-recorded message from
Bradley. In an interview with Irish Post,
Bradley’s daughter explained that her late
father came up with the idea while spending
an afternoon with her and her brother.
Bradley was battling cancer at the time, and
the future was looking grim. He

spontaneously asked his kids to record him
with a phone. “And he recorded the
message,” she said. “It took just one take
because he was just naturally that funny.”
Bradley swore the two to secrecy and
requested that they play the recording at his
funeral. When the big day came, the man’s
son played the recording while his daughter
filmed the mourners’ reactions. Her footage
of people laughing around the grave went
viral on social media under the hashtag
#shayslastlaugh.

Dateline: Uganda
A mother of 44 children in Uganda has been
banned from having more babies. According
to The Sun, Mariam Nabatanzi has had six
sets of twins, four sets of triplets and five sets
of quadruplets. She was reportedly sold into
marriage at the age of 12 and gave birth to
her first set of twins one year later. Doctors
recently took action to stop the woman from
producing more children. She told reporters
that the doctor had “cut my uterus from
inside.” It is believed that the cause of the
woman’s high fertility is hyperovulation—a
genetic condition in which multiple eggs are
released during a single cycle. She was
advised years ago by doctors that she had
unusually large ovaries and should not take
birth control pills because they might cause
health problems. Her husband reportedly
abandoned her three years ago, leaving her
with the sole responsibility of taking care of
the family. She currently works as a tailor,
hairdresser, distiller and herbalist to pay for
the needs of her 38 surviving children. The
family lives in four small houses made of
cement blocks and roofed with corrugated
iron. “I started taking on adult
responsibilities at an early stage,” she
reportedly said. “I have not had joy, I think,
since I was born.”

Dateline: Singapore
Eight families in Singapore have discovered
that they’ve been paying their respects at the
wrong graves for decades. The Straits Times

reports that an exhumation of one of the
graves revealed the wrong headstone
standing over the plot. The Singapore
National Environment Agency (NEA)
investigated by exhuming two more coffins
that were adjacent to the first. These graves
were also discovered to be under the wrong
headstones. Five more graves were exhumed
before authorities understood what had
happened. According to an NEA
spokesperson, all eight of the deceased had
been buried 39 years ago on the same day.
The next of kin of one of the grave’s
residents did not erect a headstone, causing
misalignment of the other graves. One of the
headstones was actually “straddling the space
over two grave plots.” The NEA says this is
the first case of the sort that the agency has
ever had to deal with. Since the discovery,
the agency says it has verified the remains of
all the affected families. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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State Adopts SAT For Assessment
The state of New Mexico will officially be
adopting the SAT as the new standardized test
for high school juniors starting this spring.

The Associated Press reports that a special
task force was created by Governor Michelle
Lujan Grisham to find a replacement for the
previous PARCC assessment test. The group
reportedly gave its recommendations and Public
Education Secretary Ryan Stewart announced
that the state would be adopting the SAT as the
official high school assessment test.

Stewart said the test is accepted at all New
Mexico universities and colleges. “In
administering the SAT, we are paying for
students’ college entrance exams for the first
time ever, effectively removing one major barrier
to college entrance for thousands of New
Mexico students,” Stewart said in a statement. 

PED is expected to reveal new standardized
tests for other high school students and those in
grades three through eight this week. 

A transition test administered last spring
reportedly showed that around 80 percent of
New Mexico students weren’t proficient in math
and 67 percent weren’t proficient in reading.

CYFD Task Force to Include Teacher
Last week, the New Mexico Children Youth and
Families Department (CYFD) announced that it
would be making changes to a new task force a
mere day after the task force was introduced to
the public.

According to KRQE, the agency
acknowledged that a mistake had been made
after it announced the creation of a new task
force meant to increase CYFD transparency and
better protect children in foster care.
Immediately, lawmakers and advocate groups
pointed out that the department had failed to
include any educators in the group, despite the
specific requirement in House Joint Memorial
10—which created the task force—that teachers
be involved.

CYFD says it made a mistake and is now
reviewing applications that were submitted by
educators. Six teachers reportedly applied to
join the task force. A statement from CYFD said
it would be choosing a single teacher to add to
its ranks.

The task force’s first meeting will be in
November. The department says it will choose a
teacher before that time.

ART to Start in Winter
The city plans to have the Albuquerque Rapid
Transit (ART) system running sometime this
winter.

According to KOAT, city spokesperson Alicia
Manzano was hesitant to give an exact date
when residents will begin seeing the buses.
“When we issue that launch date, we want it to
be in full service,” Manzano said.

ART has had a number of issues since the
project was initiated by former mayor Richard J.
Berry. Last year, Mayor Tim Keller ended the
city’s contract with BYD, the original bus
manufacturer contracted to provide electric
buses for ART, for failing to meet contractual
obligations and delivering unsafe and
dysfunctional buses.

Now the city has 19 of the 20 buses needed
for the fleet and is in the process of training
drivers to use the new equipment. Authorities
are asking motorists to stay out of the ART lane
on Central Avenue. Police have reportedly issued
about 200 warnings to drivers for stopping in,
riding in or cutting across ART bus lanes in the
past three weeks. About a week before the
route officially opens, officers will begin issuing
citations in earnest. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | COUNCIL WATCH

Parties, Crime, Hotels and the Public
Council Discusses Plethora of Issues

In 2007, a federal judge issued a ruling

that the city’s party patrol officers who

entered a home without a search warrant had

violated the owner’s Constitutional rights. “I

lived through the knee-jerk reaction of the

first go-around of the party patrol. It

traumatized our young people, padded the

pocketbooks of APD while violating the

constitutional rights of our citizens—shame

on you all. Please review the definition of

insanity,” one gentleman said during public

comment time. Mic drop?

Blue News
Deputy Chief of Staff Liz Armijo gave a

report on the most current crime stats

through midyear, except the shooting

numbers which are through last week. After

this next cadet class graduates in March

2020, the department will reach over 1000

officers, Armijo said. Here is a rundown of

the stats she presented to the council:

• Traffic stops have doubled since 2017.

She said this means officers are encountering

more issues in the community that they can

reach proactively. 

• Auto burglary saw a 37 percent decrease

since 2017.

• Auto theft also saw a 37 percent

decrease in 2017.

• APD doubled the number of bait cars in

the community. 

• Commercial burglary is down 16

percent since 2017. 

• Residential Burglary is down 24 percent

since 2017

• Robbery is down 57 percent since 2017.

• Rapeis down 11 percent compared to

2017.

• Aggravated assault is down 5 percent

from 2017.

• Shootings with injury saw an 8 percent

overall decline.

• Shootings resulting in homicide are up

5 percent with 41 homicides in 2018 and 43

to date in 2019.

Spiffy
Councilors approved the issuance of $22

million in Industrial Revenue Bonds to spiff up

Arrive Hotel, the historic Downtown hotel

formerly known as Hotel Blue located at

Central Avenue and Eighth Street. The

funding will restore the hotel’s 135 guest

rooms, add a ground-level coffee shop and bar,

a renovated pool and patio, new landscaping

and a food truck court to take advantage of

Burque’s amazing cuisines on wheels.

The Public Speaks
One of my favorite parts of City Council

meetings is the public comments. Here is just a

bit of the wisdom the public imparted to city

leaders. 

• One happy human reminded us that, “We

are beings of light. Invested in humanity and

love has already won.” Yay! We all needed this

good news.

• Another young woman excitedly pimped

out the virtues of the weekend Railyard Market

and reminded us that there are only two more

weekends left. If you have not gone this year,

get out there because you’re bound to find

something totally cool and wonderfully local. 

• Regular commenter and activist

Geraldine Amato told attendees that, “The

federal president who is high on show business

is not in charge.” That was good to hear.

• “I don’t see myself reflected at this table,”

said an articulate young man.

• “Our young people should not be political

pawns; bandages do not cover up bullet holes. I

urge you to involve the voice of youth,” said

one youth advocate who has worked with teens

for many years, as she tried to calm her sweet

baby which was voicing its own opinion about

the matter. a

Send your comments about the City Council to

carolyn@alibi.com.

The next meeting of the Albuquerque City Council:

Monday, Nov. 4, 5 pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

W
hile wearing pink, city leaders gave out

big bucks to stop underage drinking,

more bucks to spiff up a Downtown

hotel and high-fives for the cops—all at the

Oct. 21 regular meeting of the Albuquerque

City Council. Why were they wearing pink?

To recognize Breast Cancer Awareness month.

Yay for all Burque boobs!

No Party
Is a kinder, gentler party patrol possible? A

total of $280,000 was allocated for the “party

intervention team” to fight underage drinking,

drug use and party violence. The proposal was

spawned after the recent death of a Sandia

High School student who was shot and killed

at a homecoming house party. There have

been at least 20 shootings connected to house

parties this year alone. The measure passed on

a 7 to 2 vote with Councilors Klarissa Peña

and Isaac Benton casting nay votes, saying the

city administration has not fully outlined the

programs details.

Several young people addressed the

Council, saying maybe the Council should

take into consideration the input of the young

people who would be impacted by the party

patrol.

“The solution is not to incriminate the

youth of new Mexico,” said one young man.

He added that a punitive approach to the

problem is a way to get some kids into the

schoo-to-prison pipeline. Councilor Brad

Winter, who sponsored the original party

patrol bill way back in the day, countered by

saying these types of party patrols have worked

in the past.

A big chunk of the money—$150,000—

will go to the cops to bring in more officers to

target parties when such shenanigans are

happening. Marketing and educational

programs will get $50,000 and a project

manager will get paid $80,000. Youth will have

a seat at the table when a new Rapid

Accountability Program is created. The party

intervention team will connect kids caught to

intervention services instead of criminalizing

them. Councilor Don Harris said, “They will

not be slapping cuffs on kids for smoking a

joint or drinking some beer.”

Mayor Tim Keller said in a statement, “Our

Party Intervention Team will break up

unlawful parties to keep kids safe from

violence and hold parents and homeowners

accountable for contributing to dangerous

incidents. We worked with the City Council

and the community to fix issues from past

approaches.”

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHYCity Councilors Peña, Sanchez and Harris
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NEWS | NEWS INTERVIEW

Blair From District 3
Santa Fe Native, Obama Appointee Runs

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
hat District 3 Congressional race we’ve

been prepping you on just gets curiouser

and curiouser.

In addition to a rather large field of donkeys

getting ready to do battle for Ben Ray Lujan’s

congressional seat en el Norte—which, as we’ve

reminded you before, includes Santa Fe as well

as parts of Rio Rancho and Corrales, places

where one can pick up Weekly Alibi—more

Elephants have come out of hiding and are

looking toward the potential political

opportunity of a lifetime.

Since its inception, the district has always

been heavily Democratic; only one elephant,

Bill Redmond, has served in the post. He was

chosen in a special election to replace Bill

Richardson in 1997. Richardson, as one recalls,

went on to be the US Ambassador to the

United Nations. Redmond was defeated by

Tom Udall, who was succeeded by Ben Ray

Lujan, and so on ad infinitum.

Of course this progressive path is not the

future if the Republicans have their way. Now

they’re running Anastacia Golden Morper, an

Angel Fire, N.M. real estate agent, for the

Republican nomination. As first reported in

the Farmington Daily Times this past weekend,

Morper supports strict immigration policies and

the Second Amendment; she would support

bills that would effectively ban abortion in the

US. This is her first foray into politics.

Good luck with that political opportunity of

a lifetime, elephants.

John Blair
Meanwhile, in reality, the Democrats are

putting up some very decent candidates who

share a seemingly progressive vision—although

State Representative Joseph Sanchez seems to

be the current centrist of the group, and has

some affiliation with noted Democratic

centrist, contrarian and gadfly Jeff Apodaca.

We’ve yet to hear a word from Valerie Plame.

Besides this shared vision, most of the

Democratic candidates vying for the seat in

District 3 also have quite a bit of experience in

governance, the law and in moving the

political process forward.

This week, Weekly Alibi chatted with one of

the most experienced candidates of them all,

John Blair. Blair has served in the ranks of

government for many years. He’s worked for

now-retired US Senator Jeff Bingaman, New

Mexico Supreme Court Justice Edward Chavez

and then-US Representative Martin Heinrich.

He was also the director of Intergovernmental

and External Affairs at the US Department of

the Interior and most recently served as Deputy

Secretary of State here in New Mexico.

Blair is seeking elected office in order to

continue to provide public service to the

citizens of The Land of Enchantment. Weekly

Alibi was impressed by Blair’s range of

knowledge and articulate answers. Here’s an

edited transcript of our conversation.

Weekly Alibi: Could you tell our readers a

little bit about your candidacy—where

you’re from, who you are and what you

represent?

John Blair: I was born in Albuquerque and
grew up in Santa Fe. My mom and dad both
worked for state government. My dad worked
at PED [N.M. Public Education Department]
for 32 years; my mom was at the Commission
for the Blind for 23 years. I was your normal
nerd growing up in Santa. I was in marching
band and on the swim team. I was fortunate
that I was able to travel the state quite a bit
because of the activities I was in and because
my parents wanted to make sure we saw the
state. I’ve spent the past 25 year fighting for
New Mexicans, fighting for a progressive
agenda.

How did you get involved in politics?

I won a trip to Washington when I was in high
school. That was my second trip to
Washington, D.C. After that, I felt compelled
to be a part of government, of serving. You
know, my parents were both working for the
state. My father was a teacher, my sisters are

teachers, there’s a strong commitment to public
service in our family. I was the sort of nerd that
loved working in Washington. It wasn’t
glamorous. My first job, I was opening the mail.

I see that as an example of the normative

path into American politics. Start low and

aim high. What was your education like?

I went to the University of Kansas.

Wow, the Jayhawks! That’s cool. Okay.

I interned for Senator Bingaman when I was in
college. I knew I wanted to go to work for
Bingaman. You can ask any of my friends from
college. I spent the next three years [after the
internship] telling people I wanted to go to
Washington and work for Jeff. My parents
weren’t wealthy. They didn’t come from any
sort of political access so I moved to
Washington without a job. I got a job a a retail
store—this was before the internet—I was
typing up job applications, and didn’t hear
from anyone. Once a month, I’d knock on
Senator Bingaman’s door and ask to come work
for him. Finally, after about a year, I got a job.
My job was to answer the phone and respond
to correspondence. This was before the
internet, so it was very busy.

Those were halcyon days, eh?

Yes, but you know what I learned? My job was
to open up the letters and determine who was

to be the staffer to deal with it; so I was reading
the concerns of the constituents, writing from
New Mexico about what they really cared
about. People gave great thought and concern
to what they wrote. It meant everything to
them. I learned that there is great need in this
state and there still is. There is a great need to
improve just about everything we are doing. I
feel committed to getting on board and doing
that.

Clearly that experience inspired you to

seek a career in public service. You’ve held

a variety of positions in state and federal

government.

I worked Senator Bingaman then for [Martin]
Heinrich when he was a US Representative.
There was a lot of work around public land
issues, tribal issues, climate change issues. At
the beginning of 2014, I was hired by President
Obama to work in the Interior Department to
help ensure that state and local officials
throughout the country were able to have a say
in the policies we were fighting for. I’m very
proud of the work we did as an administration
to push back on the fossil fuel companies to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions at power
plants. You know, President Obama had been
coalescing support as he signed onto the Paris
Climate Accord, around the methane rule that
we wrote ...

John Blair PHOTO BY COREY YAZZIE
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So you were one of the people that worked

on the methane rule?

I helped engage at the level of bringing public
support to the initiative.

That was an important piece of

environmental policy. It effectively capped

methane emissions, right?

Absolutely. It’s unfortunate to see President
Trump turning all of that back.

Yeah, there’s more natural gas production

than ever, so more methane in the

atmosphere.

Well one of the issues that we have is that
methane gas is exponentially worse for the
climate than is carbon dioxide. So all the work
we’ve done to reduce emissions, allowing
methane gas to escape [from production
facilities] is essentially worse. We’re in a place
where we’ve seen this administration—all that
President Trump seems to care about is lining
his own pockets, lining the pockets of his rich
friends—make decisions at the expense of New
Mexicans. They’re being made for his own self
interest. We need to turn that around.

How do you propose we turn that around?

How is having you as a member of

Congress going to change that dynamic?

For me, we’re at a place right now where we
have multiple crises going on in the country.
We are absolutely in a climate crisis. We have a
President and Republican members of Congress
who are ignoring science and reason,
pretending that crisis doesn’t really exist. We
also have an opioid epidemic and in addition,
there’s an epidemic of gun violence in this
country. Frankly, we’re also in the middle of a
Constitutional crisis right now.

So this is a scary and stressful time for

Americans, que no?

It is. Each of those issues, independently,
deserves the full attention and voice of the
country and the federal government. But what
we have right now are multiple crises that
require intervention. I think that the 25 years
I’ve spent fighting for New Mexicans on the
front line—with people like President Obama
and Senator Heinrich—it’s that kind of
experience that we need. We need someone
who can jump in right away and hit the ground
running to combat these crises.

And you believe you’re the man for the

job?

I do, sir. I do. Talking about climate change, we
have a moral obligation to save our planet. We
are reaching that tipping point that scientists
say we will not be able to turn back from.
There was a day in August—around the time I
launched my campaign—when Greenland had
11 billion tons of surface ice melt in one day.
That is hard to wrap one’s head around. We are
seeing irreparable damage being done. 

Disappearing glaciers, rising surface

temperatures ...

Absolutely. So for me, I see the climate crisis
from two angles. One of which is this moral
obligation I spoke of earlier; the other is that

there really is the opportunity to make this
northern Congressional District the gold
standard for a clean energy economy. I know
that won’t happen overnight, but we need to
begin by incentivizing wind and solar
production.

Do you see that as key to really moving

forward with the renewable energy path

that the Governor has called for?

It’s definitely one of the first steps we should
take. We need to incentivize the clean energy
industry to to the same extent, if not more
than what we’ve been doing with the fossil fuel
industries for generations. We need to invest in
technology that will ensure the capture and
storage of energy [produced by wind and solar
sources]. We need to invest in transmission
lines. Part of what we will need is well is job
training. People who are currently living in
communities in northern New Mexico—
working in the fossil fuel industry—we need to
provide the funding to retrain them.

We need to start creating the

infrastructure for renewables. That has to

do with the things you’ve mentioned, but

also with education. How does education

fit into your plans?

I think we’ve seen New Mexico really turn a
corner this past legislative session with the
investment that Governor Lujan Grisham and
legislators got behind. I have a number of
friends who grew up with me in Santa Fe.
Some had a great education and some just
missed out. We need to ensure that every
child—regardless of where they live, what their
parent’s income is—gets that. All those sorts of
variables need to be taken into account. Every
child has a right to be in a classroom that has
access to technology, that has a small class size
so that every student is learning and that we’re
ensuring, from a very early age, that these
students know how to read, that they can
write, can do the arithmetic. That way, they
can move on, step-by step, in a successful
educational process.

How would you describe yourself

politically?

I describe myself as a New Mexico Democrat.
You hear people say, “Are you a Bernie
Democrat or a Biden Democrat?” and I feel like
that’s a trap. I don’t think that really works in
New Mexico. I think what New Mexicans care
about is [answering the question] who can
jump in with both feet and fight for us to get
things done?” What I talk about with my
experience is that we clearly believe that it’s
fundamentally important for a member of
Congress to vote the right way, to make sure
they are representing the views of the district.
To me, what I bring to the table is the ability to
pull all of the levers of federal govenment so
that we can bring resources and ideas to the
discussion. Not just to vote the right way be to
be able to say, “What do we need to do to keep
people living in Questa? What do we need to
do help the people of Mora?” There’s not one
magic answer, but these are things we need to
start hammering out. I will do just that.a



BY CLARKE CONDÉ

T
he best advice I ever got about how to write
a book came from UNM Professor Virginia
Scharff years ago when I asked her how she

had completed her most recent title. It stuck
with me for its simplicity: “You just do it.”
Hands on the keyboard, typing out words.
There are really no shortcuts. It requires a
dedication of time and that is the purpose of
National Novel Writing Month (often
contracted to NaNoWriMo).

Twenty years ago, a group of people in the
San Francisco Bay area joined together to
encourage each other to dedicate a month to
writing a novel. With the addition of a website
(nanowrimo.org) and volunteers known as
Municipal Liaisons (an excellent title for a
novel), the NaNoWriMo movement took hold
and continues across the country in November
of each year. As the month approaches,
Albuquerque’s writers are preparing to commit
to writing a novel in November. The
organizational structure of the group is free,
loose and supportive. Anyone can join. The
goal is to keep each other writing until they
reach the coveted word count of 50,000 by the
end of the month. 

Albuquerque NaNoWriMo Municipal
Liaison Sonja Dewing says that is totally
possible, if you stick with it and reach out for
help if you need it. Weekly Alibi sat down with
Dewing to talk about how to get through
writing a novel in a month. The following is an
edited version of that conversation.

Weekly Alibi: How important is solidarity
to what’s essentially a solo act?
Sonja Dewing: I think bringing people together
is important because you come up with new
ideas that you wouldn’t have come up with on
your own. You can stop when you’re stuck and
talk to someone sitting next to you and
crowdsource a problem that you’re having. You
can get up from your laptop and take a walk
around the block because people who are sitting
right next to you can watch your stuff. I think
that’s important too, taking breaks from your
laptop and getting some exercise and energy. I
think just being with other people and having a
community makes it feel different, feel better.

What is your role?
My role is, if I see someone stuck, to help them.
Also, I encourage writing sprints. I’ll schedule
writing sprints throughout a write-in. Basically,
it forces you to write as fast as you can.
Oftentimes you have no idea what you’re about
to write. You just start writing and sometimes
you come up with something amazing.
Sometimes it’s total crap, but you’re writing
words and you’re getting something on paper.

What is your best writing advice? Is it
shitty first draft? Is it write drunk? Is it kill
your darlings?
I don’t know about the writing drunk thing. I’ve

How can people get involved with
NaNoWriMo?
Number one, sign up on the nanowrimo.org

website and make sure to select your region.

That way you can get emails from myself and

my other Municipal Liaisons and you’ll get

updates on upcoming events. 

Tell me about the event on Halloween.
That’s a tradition of ours. We always meet on

Oct. 31 at Frontier at 11pm. We can’t start

writing until midnight, so basically we eat food

and meet each other or we hand out candy

and do silly things. Then right at midnight, we

start writing until Frontier kicks us out,

somewhere around 1am.

What else do people need to know about
NaNoWriMo?
Try to be involved, if you can, in the write-ins

because that helps you keep writing. If you get

behind, because there is a daily goal, don’t

start worrying. Really, if you can take one

Saturday or Sunday to just write all day, then

you would catch up.

What is the daily goal?
It’s 1,667 words a day.

Because the entire goal for the whole
thing is ...
50,000 words by the end of the November.a
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Raising Hell in Heaven
Listening to Mother Jones talk about her life in
an Irish pub may seem like the meatier part of
Heaven, but she would likely agree it is far
superior to standing in a cold creek listening to
her ask what you want to do with your own. To
further the point, Vivian Nesbitt brings her one-
woman musical Mother Jones in Heaven about
the “grandmother of all agitators” to
Albuquerque for a one-night only performance
on Thursday, Oct. 24 at 7pm at the Rio Grande
Center for Spiritual Living (4374 Alexander
Blvd. NE). Swearing delivered in an Irish accent
by a grandmotherly type will quickly orientate
theatergoers to the depths of the struggles this
icon of the American Labor Movement endured
with songs to match. For more information and
$20 tickets for this 11-and-over event, see
motherjonesinheaven.com.

Full Tilt

The UNM Department of Theatre and Dance
brings to the Elizabeth Waters Center for Dance
at Carlisle Gym (UMN Main Campus) Paradigm
Tilt, a student-choreographed showcase by
artistic directors Amanda Hamp and Eva
Encinias-Sandoval for five performances
beginning Friday, Oct. 25 at 7:30pm. Tickets are
$8 for staff and students, $10 for faculty and
seniors and $12 for the general public. For more
information, tickets and a listing of all
performances, see theatre.unm.edu.

Border Stories

Author and playwright Octavio Solis comes to
Bookworks Albuquerque (4022 Rio Grande
Blvd. NW) on Monday, Oct. 28 at 6pm to sit
down for what promises to be a wide-ranging
conversation with playwright Erik Ehn
centered around his new book of stories about
his life growing up along the border in El Paso,
Texas. Filled with tales of prejudice and
struggle, Retablos is a glimpse into a way of
life that has changed, but clearly not as much
as it should. For more information on this free,
all-ages event, see bkwrks.com. a

NaNoWriMo
A Local View on National Novel Writing Month

been reading a lot of stuff lately about people
who like to take different things in order to help
them write and be more creative. Then I’ve
been reading about how they get stuck in this
loop where they can’t write without something
special. So, I feel like, just write your shitty first
draft as well as you can. Then when you start,
when you sit down and you start writing, don’t
worry about beginning at the beginning, just
begin in the first scene that you have in your
head for this story and go from there. Worry
about organizing and putting it all together later.

Kurt Vonnegut said to start as close to the
end as possible.
Maybe. It’s funny because when I start a
novel, I always have these five scenes in my
head that have to happen. So, I will just start
with one of those first scenes, go from there
and then fill everything in after that. I don’t
write like Vonnegut.

Do you think everyone has a novel in them?
I think so. Almost everyone I talk to says I
have this story in my head. So, I feel like
everyone in this world probably has a novel.
They want to write.

ARTS | INTERVIEW

NaNoWriMo Kickoff 

Thursday, Oct.31, 11pm

Frontier Restaurant

(in the room before the John Wayne room) 

2400 Central Ave. SE

PHOTO BY CLARKE CONDÉ

PHOTO BY ALYSSA-TRUJILLO

PHOTO BY ANNE HAMERSKY
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Mechanical Theatre. Spooner is part jokester
and part 20th century craftsman. His small
contraptions run on wooden gears and simple
mechanisms that can be clearly seen and
understood. There is an elegance to them, but
these machines find more in common with the
claymation of “Wallace and Gromit” than the
dreams of da Vinci. In “The Miser’s Deathbed,”
the manservant lifts the lid of his master’s
bedside chest, presumably to pilfer, only to find
himself caught in the act by the miser sitting
straight up in bed looking at him as the lid is
opened. In “Allegory of Love,” a man with a
puzzled look continually attempts to hammer a
bent nail only to miss every time. Not be
overlooked in this season of heightened
awareness of Anthropocene mass extinction,
“The Last Dodo” shows six hungry sailors
banging their cutlery on the table as the captain
in dodo-feather adorned hat prepares to carve
up the last dodo bird, presumably without
knowing its rarity. 
Mechanics Alive! offers a simpler view of
machines that can be understood and enjoyed
by all ages. Spooner says he strives to be funny
to overcome his lack of mechanical prowess, but
it is the lack of sophistication that makes these
works so charming. Clever or funny, they are
reminders of the art that lies in what imperfect
machines we all are.  a

ARTS | MAGNIFIED

The Art of Imperfect
Machines

Mechanics Alive! at Explora

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

M
ust we always have to be learning or doing
or trying to resolve some kind of problem?
Clearly no, but in the context of

education, especially the type centered around
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math,
known as STEM, the lack of an active verb
makes educators nervous. Without qualifiable
results, it is hard to tell if progress is being made.
The trouble is that human progress is a finicky
thing often driven by our foibles, frailties, greed
and mistakes. We insist on acting on things we
can’t prove. We are motivated by irrational
passions. We eat our sandwiches too close to the
petri dishes and are too lazy to clean up the lab
before we go on vacation. That is not realm of
STEM, but the human nature that we express in
our art. Human progress needs the A. The “A”
is for Art. It is the missing ingredient that turns
STEM into STEAM. Art is our inspiration and
expression of who we are. Art is what separates
us from machines. 

In the new exhibit Mechanics Alive! at
Explora, art is in the form of machines made by
hand that express things human, not
mechanical. It may seem a departure from the
hands-on style of durable STEM exhibits often
associated with Explora, but Director of Exhibits
and Operations Shane Montoya is quick to
explain that it is not. “Art has been part of
Explora since the beginning,” he says. “It adds
texture.”

The 13 pieces on display through early
December come primarily from the London
workshop of Paul Spooner’s Cabaret

Mechanics Alive!

On exhibit through early December

Explora

1701 Mountain Rd. NW

“The Miser’s Deathbed” by Paul Spooner PHOTO BY BY CLARKE CONDÉ



Cottage Pie

After writing about Quarter Celtic and their

Shepherd’s Pie, I got to thinking about when I

used to have enough free time to make my own,

albeit mine was a Cottage Pie. Maybe you don’t

feel like going out, but I turned on the itch that

needed scratching for you and it’s all you want.

Fear not, I have you covered with my own recipe.

1 medium onion, diced

1 large carrot, diced

1 clove garlic

1 lb of ground beef

1 tablespoon all-purpose flour

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce

2 tablespoon tomato sauce

1/2 teaspoon dried herbs (rosemary, thyme,

sage)

1 1/4 cup of beef broth

Salt and pepper to taste

2 lbs of potatoes

4 tablespoons of butter

1/2 cup of milk

Shredded cheddar (enough to sufficiently

cover the top)

You’re gonna heat the oil in a large saucepan

at a medium to medium-high heat, add the

chopped vegetables and cook for around 5

minutes until everything gets nice and soft. From

there, you’re going to start adding your ground

beef, breaking it up and mixing everything

together. Wait until you get the meat thoroughly

browned, at which point you’ll add flour and start

mixing, helping the sauce to start thickening.

From there, put in your tomato sauce,

Worcestershire sauce and your herbs. Mix

thoroughly. Next, it’s time to bring some of that

juiciness back with the broth, so pour it in, bring

it to a simmer and cover the whole thing, letting

it sit and boil down for around 15 minutes. You

don’t want anything too soupy looking. Add your

salt and pepper, using your best judgment and

taste buds. While the meat is cooking, get

started on the potatoes. You’ve made mashed

potatoes before, so I’ll leave the exact judgment

in your hands, but you know the basics, and you

have my proportions for creamy, rich, very

unhealthy but delicious mashed potatoes, if you

like. Get your oven preheated to 400 degrees,

then get a large baking dish and load up the

meat, followed by laying the potatoes on top to

create a good, sealed area above the meat and

then lay down that cheese! Don’t ever be afraid

you’re using too much cheese. That’s negativity

you don’t need in your life. Bake that for around

20 to 25 minutes, and boom! You’ve got your

own homemade cottage pie. Bon appetit!  a
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A Quarter Celtic on My Dad’s Side
Celtic Fare Is the Name of the Game at Quarter Celtic

BY DAN PENNINGTON

B
eing a single adult just entering their

thirties, I have few issues with life, though

one still stands out. See, when the Celtic

Festival comes to town, I always go out and buy

a kilt. Our family name doesn’t have a tartan

attached to it, though with enough digging and

searching, I’m sure I could find our exact Celtic

heritage and determine the family name our

tartan would be attached to. Either way, I have

a couple nice kilts (and some really sexy ones)

floating around my closet, and I just don’t feel

like I have enough occasions to wear them out.

They’re not an every day outfit, and you get

too many funny looks at big formal occasions

where being the center of attention isn’t in the

event’s best interest, so I’m left with wearing it

when the festival comes back through town or

when I want to do terrible cartwheels alone in

the park until one of the neighbors complains

and calls the police. The point is, I need more

reasons to kilt it up publicly, so I figured it was

time to dive into the Irish scene and visit

Quarter Celtic Brewpub. 
You may remember that we’ve done some

pieces about Quarter Celtic before that were
focused primarily on their beer. So I’ll save you
the effort of reading through what you already
know; though if you missed those pieces, you
can find them on our website to get caught up.
This is just about the food. 

Quarter Celtic Brewpub is officially in two
locations now, helping supply the Nob Hill
and Northeast Heights communities with
beer and food in equal measure. Consistency
is key, with exectuive chef Drew Orvlosky III
leading the charge for both locations in terms
of menu choices and rotating specials,
making sure Quarter Celtic doesn’t have “the
better location” conundrum some chain
restaurants suffer from. 

The first thing I dived into was the poutine
($6.99) which is a bed of crispy, crunchy
French fries topped with globs of cheese and
brown gravy. The plate didn’t last long in front
of me as I tore through it voraciously because
how does anyone not adore and treasure
poutine? The cheese was melted wonderfully,
leaving long, gooey trails behind with each
bite. The gravy was hot, creamy and
smothered the fries perfectly. It’s some of the
best poutine I’ve had in New Mexico, and if
you want a proper introduction to the dish,
this is my new go-to recommendation. 

Next up was the pork belly BLT ($9.50),
featuring grilled pork belly on sourdough with
jalapeño aioli, lettuce and tomato. The bread
was toasted just right, giving it a little crispy
kickback when you bit into it, but not enough
to injure roof of your mouth. The pork belly
had enough fat on it to give it juiciness, with
the rest of it being crunchy with all those

wonderful pork belly flavors dripping into the
bread. Add on the jalapeño aioli, and you get a
hot little bump at the back of your throat that
brings the rest of the flavors up with it. It’s
enough of a twist on the classic BLT formula
to make it stand on its own without the need
for name recognition.

Then it was on to the Shepherd’s Pie
($10.95), a Celtic staple that is arguably one
of my favorite things to eat, period. Their
version features a mix of ground lamb and
beef, fresh carrots, peas and onions topped
with mashed potatoes and cheese and is made
with their Quarter Porter. Additionally, you
can toss some pie crust on there to give it
that traditional feel. It was exactly what I was
looking for in a shepherd’s pie, with the meat
being juicy and steaming, the veggies giving
texture and flavor and more cheese and
mashed potatoes than I knew what to do
with. The pie crust added a bit of sturdiness
to the dish, allowing the whole of it to be just
killer. The Quarter Porter put a bit of

DINING IN
BY DAN PENNINGTON

richness into the sauce and meat that made it
feel a little more elaborate and multi-
dimensional than the usual takes on this dish,
and it’s just really good.

I finished dinner off with the tiramisu,
which was honestly one of the largest pieces of
cake I have been served in a restaurant.
Finding that delicate balance between bitter
coffee and delightfully sweet creaminess is
difficult, but the Quarter Celtic team put out a
piece of tiramisu worth ranting over. Granted,
I was very full by the point in the meal, I still
struggled to even get through a quarter of the
piece before I had to tap out from being
legitimately too full to continue. 

I sat down with Orvlosky to ask about their
approach to food, and what the food
philosophy of the kitchen is. “We strive to
bring flavorful, fresh, from scratch food to the
table as much as possible. There is a big sense
of pride that goes into the Quarter Celic, so it
feels like a family and you never wanna let
family down. When you have quality beer and
food together, it’s hard to beat!” 

I do feel a bit of sadness that fall is here, as
the weather begins to cool, since kilt season is
mostly over. My thighs were not made to resist
the cold, and a gentle breeze this time of year
can be devastating in something with that
much air flow. But, rest assured, come spring
time, I’ll be kilting it up at Quarter Celtic,
because much like they said, it feels like being
surrounded by family. That’s a comfort we all
need nowadays. a

Not listed but still amazing: the corned beef and cabbage

Quarter Celtic Brewpub
1100 San Mateo Blvd, NE Ste. 50

(505) 503-1387

quartercelticbrewpub.com

Hours: Sun-Thu 11am-10pm, Fri-Sat 11am-11pm

Vibe: Friendly, open spaced Irish Pub

Alibi Recommends: Shepherd’s Pie, Tiramisu

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

DAN RAYNE PENNINGTON
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Lemme Bug You For A Sec
Fine Dining With the Bugs at Biopark

BY DAN PENNINGTON

M
y childhood was a strange time. Most of
my memories revolve around the fact that
we had a computer, which was pretty crazy

for a family to have in 1996. I was in love with
it, learned the intricacies of how it worked and
most importantly, got my first taste of video
games. Even the most seasoned gamers would
struggle to remember cult classic Bug!, one of
the first 3-D platformers out there, initially
released for the Sega Saturn but eventually
ported to PC to reach a larger audience. The
short explanation of the game is that you’re a
movie star-bug who travels from scene to scene
stomping baddies and saving the day. My young
mind was enticed by this game, and I still
remember the sprites in it to this day,
beautifully rendered bugs with bright vivid
colors. My 7-year-old brain could only think of
one thing, seeing them: I want to eat those
bugs. I didn’t normally want to eat bugs, but in
this world, they were so colorful and dare I say...
juicy, that you couldn’t not think about it.
Thankfully, 23 years later, TasteABQ Biopark
Catering has me covered with their Destination
Dinner, Fine Dining with the Bugs. 

Little did they know in creating this event
that they would stir within me these ancient
feelings. This want for bug flesh (carapace?) has
been lying dormant for over two decades, and
now it rises from its slumber, bringing me with
it. I, like many others, shall descend upon the
Albuquerque BioPark Botanical Garden on
Saturday, Oct. 26, and when the doors open at
5:30pm, my ticket ($55 for adults, $35 for kids)
shall grant me entrance to a world of bug-
centric snacks and dinners. Like locusts, we
shall consume our way across the park, clearing
off trays with a hunger unmatched, voraciously
enjoying the food laid out by staff at Bugarium.
So, as you and your childhood fantasies also
awaken, let me fill you in on what is to come. 

Your ticket entry buys you access to three
things within the park—no more, no less. The
first is that you will enjoy hors d’oeuvres
highlighting the importance of sustainable

protein through bugs. If the idea of eating
cricket flour sends chills down your spine, then
perhaps this event is not for you, though
arguably it should be said it is most for you. As
we look to the despicable dangers of
unsustainable farming and agriculture that
contribute to a darker future, alternative
sources of food are becoming of greater
importance every day. According to
Jiminy.com, “crickets provide more essential
amino acids pound for pound than beef,” which
is good news all around. Additionally, with the
ease at which they grow and are farmed, along
with the lower emissions they create, it
becomes a highly sustainable source of protein
that can be ethically raised. 

The second part of your ticket includes
listening to talks from the park’s entomologists
about their live collection, including
tarantulas, scorpions, goliath beetles, giant
stick insects, millipedes and giant grubs.
Education is always important, and the rule of
thumb our mothers enforced on us about
“Know what you’re putting in your body”
couldn’t be more clear. Learning about the bugs
on display and on dis-plate gives you the
knowledge you need to further educate those
around you, helping make you an informed
consumer (of bugs). Plus, who hasn’t wanted to
know more about giant stick insects? What
classifies them as giant? Are they rideable? Will
they be benevolent when humanity falls and
bugs rule the world? Only the professional
entomologists will know for sure. 

Finally, you will be treated to a buffet dinner
next door at the Shark Reef Cafe. Some dishes
will include insects as a protein, so you can sate
that thirst for bugs in more ways than one. Life
is about growth, continual and ever-changing.
To say you won’t try food made of bugs because
the idea scares you is to pretend that eating any
form of meat-based protein isn’t just as terrible,
if you truly think about it. Just as you’ve never
found a cow leg in your hamburger, you too
shall not find cricket legs in your brownies. To
learn more about the event or to join me in my
quest to finally silence the demons of my
childhood, you can visit the ABQ Biopark’s
website or call them at 768-2000. Let us solve
this agony, once and for all! a

Toast points with an olive and larva relish ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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FRIDAY OCT 25

SATURDAY OCT 26

SPIRITS RISE UP

Before you start polishing your crystal
ball, know that this event involves a
different “science of spirits.” Learn about
the ins and outs of craft distilling from
three local distillers at Explora’s Science
of Spirits 2019, happening Friday, Oct.
25 at 7:30pm. For $20, interested
parties 21 or older get an inside look
at the magic used to make those drinks
that allow us to speak with the dead—
or at least offer us the illusion of being
able to speak with the dead. Experts
from Hollow Spirits, Left Turn Distilling
and Safe House Distilling Co. are on
hand to answer questions, though they
can’t tell you where your great-
grandmother buried the family fortune

before passing on. Activities for the evening include creating a cloud in a bottle, experimenting with different
alcoholic densities and testing your palate at one of the flavor stations. Wanna know more? Visit explora.us to
get info and tickets. !EXPLORA! 1701 MOUNTAIN RD NW, 7:30 TO 10:30PM alibi.com/v/6vy0. (Dan Rayne Pennington) a

DELIRIUM DELIGHTS IN
DECADENCE

Beer dinners are never truly created equal, with some
concepts simply bursting with immaculate execution.
The O’Niell’s Pub team is teaming up with the Huyghe
crew to bust out the big guns for the Delirium Beer
Dinner. Pairing the Delirium line with specialty meals
to enhance the Belgium beer’s badass flavor, the
highlight of the meal is tiramisu enhanced with two
types of alcohol, painstakingly created by dessert
artist Brooke Poole and paired with Delirium Black,
a strong, dark Belgian ale made by aging Delirium
Noctornum in bourbon barrels for 10 months. When
consumed together, anyone is sure to find little pink
elephants dancing through their mind. Tickets for
this 21-plus event happening on Thursday, Oct. 24
at O’Niell’s Pub are $55 per person. Doors are at
6pm. For reservation inquiries and other questions,
email skyler@oniells.com. O’NIELL’S PUB 4310 CENTRAL

AVE SE, 6PM alibi.com/v/6w9v. (Dan Rayne Pennington) a

SUNDAY OCT 27

COMPASSIONATE FLAVOR

Local nonprofit Saffron Strand—an organization dedicated
to offering resources, training and vocational rehabilitation
to Albuquerque’s homeless population—hosts a fundraising
Wine Tasting and Silent Auction on Sunday, Oct. 27 from
5:30 to 8:30pm at the National Hispanic Cultural
Center’s Grand Hall. This event features delicious tapas
and hors d’oeuvres, a variety of fine local wines for tasting
and the dirty, mangy jazz of Le Chat Lunatique. In addition,
Bernalillo County Commissioner Debbie O’Malley, homeless
advocate Ilse Biel and Rev. Amani Malaika of the Albuquerque
Center for Spiritual Living are slated to address attendees
about the latest efforts to assist our city’s homeless
citizens. All proceeds go toward providing Saffron Strand
clients with necessary services. Tickets for this important
gathering cost $75 per person and can be purchased by
calling 510-691-7026 or visiting saffronstrand.org. NATIONAL

HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER 1701 FOURTH STREET SW, 5:30 TO 8:30PM

alibi.com/v/6ve6. (August March) a

SITARIST SITUATION

Sitarist Ustad Shahid Parvez Khan is widely

considered a master of the traditional Indian

instrument. Khan is part of a multi-generational

lineage of musicians who have studied the sitar

intensely, fusing their own identities with an

instrument long considered intensely beautiful

and difficult performatively for all but those

who understand its subtle range and intonations.

Khan has won many awards for his work on

the sitar, and his global presence has even

begun to rival that of noted sitar master Ravi

Shankar. Khan performs on Saturday, Oct. 26 at

7:30pm at Outpost Performance Space. Outpost

members and students with current ID may

purchase tickets for $25 while general admission

runs $30. OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE 210 YALE BLVD

SE, 7:30PM alibi.com/v/6vuj. (August March) a

GLAM IS GOOD

Musical Theater Southwest continues
their run of Hedwig and the Angry
Inch, a seminal rock opera—or rock
musical, if you prefer—at the MTS Center
for Theatre on Friday, Oct. 25 and
Saturday, Oct. 26 at 7:30pm and on
Sunday, Oct. 27 at 2pm. The award-
winning show by Stephen Trask and
John Cameron Mitchell continues through
next weekend with performances
scheduled for the first and second
weekends of November, as well. The
story concerns the life of East German
male-to-female transgender bandleader
Hedwig Schmidt as they confront and
transcend life, love and an addiction to
glam rock that drives Hedwig’s soulful searching. Jonathan Gallegos stars in the title role, and Kir Kepness
portrays Yitzhak. The Angry Inch band is comprised of local musicans Laurie Lopez (keyboard), Chris Deminsky
(guitar), Matt Jaeger (bass) and Hovey Corbin (drums). Tickets for this wickedly funny and wildly culturally
relevant theatre outing cost between $20 and $25, and all ages are welcome. MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST 6320

DOMINGO RD NE, 7:30PM alibi.com/v/6w9z. (August March) a

DIAPSID UNSHACKLED

Late in the night on Saturday, Oct. 26,

reptile people take to the stage in dangerous

and unruly performances of debauchery to

shock and entertain in Albuquerque’s

longest-running showcase of nocturnal

cabaret and variety known as The Reptilian
Lounge. Onstage at Tricklock Performance
Laboratory, see fire-breathers, poets,

dancers, jokesters, actors and other such

people (depending on who actually turns

up) with brief but extraordinary acts the

likes of which are rarely seen together. The

madness begins at 10pm, admission is $9
and cash is preferred. For more information,

see tricklock.com. TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE

LABORATORY 110 GOLD AVE SW, 10PM alibi.com/v/6w9y.

(Clarke Condé) a

THURSDAY OCT 24

IMAGE COURTESY OF BROOKE POOLE

IMAGE BY JASON PONIC
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MEADOWLARK SENIOR CENTER, Rio Rancho NewMexPex
2019 Stamp Show. The 14th annual show offers ten stamp
dealers, the US Postal Service, exhibits, a youth table, hourly
door prizes, and “what’s in your attic?” table providing assis-
tance on stamp collections. 4330 Meadowlark SE. 9am-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 823-2018. alibi.com/v/6nwp.

SANDIA SPEEDWAY The Original Lantern Festival. Enjoy live
music, face painting, princesses, super heroes, a costume
contest for kids with prizes, jumpers, volley ball, fire pits, food
vendors, trick-or-treating and lanterns after dark. 100 Speedway
Park Blvd SW. Noon-9pm. 400-0611. alibi.com/v/6vo0.

SOUTHWEST ORGANIZING PROJECT Socialist Reading Group.
ABQ Democratic Socialists of America host a biweekly reading
group to tackle leftist-literature in a friendly group setting. No
prior reading required. 211 10th St SW. 9-11am. 15+.
alibi.com/v/6qlm.

THURSDAY OCT 24
KIDS

BOOKWORKS Nocturnals Story Time. Connie reads from
the Nocturnals series and the new book Tasty Treat, and of
course, songs and an occasional craft and snack. 4022 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. 10:30am. ALL-AGES! 344-8139.
alibi.com/v/6vyj.

LEARN

FREERANGE Coffee and Creatives Unconference 2019. A
series of workshops and talks aimed at helping creatives of
all kinds grow their practice and/or business. 1700 Central
Ave SE. $25. 8am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6una.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

Experiences in Fighting Drug Trafficking and Terrorism with
Mike Vigil, DEA. Hear directly from one of the DEA’s most deco-
rated agents and a renowned international expert on drug traf-
ficking and terrorism. 1801 Mountain Rd NW. $5-$8.
6:30-8pm. 15+. 841-2840. alibi.com/v/6uyz.

NM ASIAN FAMILY CENTER Civic Skill Workshop: A Capacity
Building Toolkit. Learn about planning histor y and how
Albuquerque has countered negative impacts of planning with
economic development and metropolitan redevelopment along
with a new zoning ordinance. 115 Montclaire Dr SE. 6-8pm.
ALL-AGES! 924-3349. alibi.com/v/6vyu.

SELF SERVE Beginning Needle Play with Sarah Sloane. Atart
your explorations into the realm of needle play and ensure a
fun and safe scene for your partner. 112 Morningside Dr NE.
$20. 5:30-7pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/6tu8.

UNITED WAY OF CENTRAL NEW MEXICO Getting Started with
a Social Enterprise. In this workshop, challenge nonprofits to
embrace a business mindset and think strategically about
generating an unrestricted, renewable revenue stream that
supports your mission. 2340 Alamo Ave SE #200. $25.
9-11am. 245-1727. alibi.com/v/6v8w.

FRIDAY OCT 25
SELF SERVE #Open Mixer. A mixer and community-building
and sex-positive social event for open-minded folx with refresh-
ments, discussion, ice breakers and socializing. 112
Morningside Dr NE. 7pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/6tu9.

KIDS

ESTHER BONE MEMORIAL LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Late Night
at the Library. Enjoy games, creepy crafts, spooky stories
around the campfire, a groovy dance party and a costume
contest. 950 Pinetree SE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 891-5012.
alibi.com/v/6td5.

LEARN

FREERANGE Coffee and Creatives Unconference 2019. 1700
Central Ave SE. $25. 8am. ALL-AGES! See 10/24 listing.

NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER

Duolingo Spanish and Ingles Event. Learn bilingualism in
Spanish and English through conversation, film and music.
7521 Carmel Ave NE. 6:30-8pm. 13+. (540) 461-2276.
alibi.com/v/6vke.

SELF SERVE Dance Beyond the Binary: Building Confidence
through Movement. This class uses a non-gendered, non-judge-
mental approach to movement, which centers non-binary and
trans bodies, though all may attend. 112 Morningside Dr NE.
$20. 5-6pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/6unx.

SATURDAY OCT 26
ADELANTE DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION SERVICES Secure Your
ID Day: Free Document Shredding. This free event allows the
safe and secure shredding of personal documents at no cost.
1618 First Street NW. 10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 346-0110.
alibi.com/v/6veb.

ALBUQUERQUE FIRE ACADEMY Heroes Halloween.
Albuquerque Fire Rescue and APD sponsor a six-story haunted
tower, trunk-or-treat, a kids’ carnival, face painting, food trucks,
fire safety displays as well as free costumes for children in
need. 11500 Sunset Gardens SW. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES!
768-3452. alibi.com/v/6w4y.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Down the
Rabbit Hole Costume Ball. Both a homecoming dance for
youth served by Casa Q and a costume ball for adults to cele-
brate and support Casa Q. The adult costume ball features
music, performances, hors d’oeuvres and a cash bar. 2000
Mountain Rd NW. $50. 7:30-10pm. 21+. 565-5810.
alibi.com/v/6rxs.

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

KIDS

50/50 COFFEE HOUSE Children’s Hours. Children explore
printmaking. Must be accompanied by an adult. 2122 Central
Ave SE. 9-11am. ALL-AGES! 639-4334. alibi.com/v/6w07.

ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Boo at the Zoo. Have a scary good time
with tricks and treats, candy, costumes, characters and surprises
as 100% percent of the proceeds directly support the zoo.
903 10th Street SW. 9am. 764-6214. alibi.com/v/6vny.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Midtown Spooktacular Block
Party. Enjoy family fun from businesses up and down Cutler
Ave including fall fiestas, fall treats, candy up and down the
street, a photo station, trunk-or-treat and more. 4121 Cutler
Ave NE. 4-6pm. ALL-AGES! 224-9808. alibi.com/v/6ulu.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

Family Event: Red Ribbon Week. 1801 Mountain Rd NW.
9am-5pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/24 listing.

CALENDARS

COMMUNITY

FRIDAY OCT 25
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND

SCIENCE Adult Night: Fright Night. Enjoy dancing,
drinks, food truck and visit the new exhibit on brains.
Dress your best and enter the costume contest for a

chance to win a prize. 1801 Mountain Rd NW.
$15-$25. 6:30-11pm. 21+. 841-2810.

alibi.com/v/6uz0.

SATURDAY OCT 26
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER The Halloween

Fantasy Ball. An adult-themed ball with a pumpkin
toss, mummy unwrap, love readings, a live DJ and
prizes for “Scariest,” “Sexiest,” “Most Creative” and

“Most Likely To Get Shot By A Silver Bullet” costume
contest. 401 Second Street NW. 8pm-midnight.

768-4575. alibi.com/v/6vom.
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SATURDAY OCT 26
ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Friends of Valle de Oro
5th Annual Golden Gala: Restoring Nature In Our

Backyards. An evening featuring a buffet dinner, live
and silent auctions, entertainment and cocktails in

celebration of restoring refuges for wildlife and
people at Valle de Oro National Wildlife Refuge.

11000 Broadway Blvd SE. $125-$550. 5-10pm.
alibi.com/v/6v8y.

CALENDARS

Saturday,

October 26
12pm - 5pm

617 Truman St NW

$50 tattoos donated by local 

tattoo artists  50% of profit 

benefits Paws and Stripes.

Food trucks, raffles, prizes, 

music, activities for kids... 

fun for the WHOLE family!

UNITED WAY OF CENTRAL NEW MEXICO Getting Started in
Board Service. This session provides new and potential board
members a firm understanding of the responsibilities of a
nonprofit board of directors. 2340 Alamo Ave SE #200. $35.
245-1727. alibi.com/v/6v8x.

SPORTS
BOXING BEAR BREWING CO. Hike to End Hunger. Celebrate
30 years of helping to alleviate hunger and enjoy a walk along
the Bosque north of Alameda. 10200 Corrales Rd NW.
9am-1pm. ALL-AGES! 831-3778. alibi.com/v/6ux6.

PETS
OSUNA NURSERY Lap Dog Rescue: Fall Adoption. Meet some
adorable pups looking for their furever homes. 501 Osuna
Rd NE. 11am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 345-6644. alibi.com/v/6rxx.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MARIPOSA BASIN PARK Thrill The World ABQ 2019. Learn
“Thriller” choreography and perform it live withothers at the
same time around the world. Please bring non-parishable
food donations for Roadrunner Food Bank. 6401 Taylor Ranch
NW. 2-4:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6rx7.

SUNDAY OCT 27
ALVARADO PARK Harvest Fest at Mile-Hi Farmers’ Market.
Get free pumpkins, a costume parade, playground, music,
food, veggies, fruits, craft gifts for the holiday season and
more. 2000 Alvarado Dr NE. 10am-1pm. ALL-AGES!
379-5335. alibi.com/v/6unr.

MEADOWLARK SENIOR CENTER, Rio Rancho NewMexPex

2019 Stamp Show. 4330 Meadowlark SE. 9am-5pm.
ALL-AGES! See 10/26 listing.

ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER 2nd Annual

Boosque on the Bosque. Kiddos and families wear their
Halloween best and learn about the not-so-spooky critters of
the Rio Grande’s bosque ecosystem. 6500 Coors Blvd NW.
Noon-3pm. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/6vxx.

ASBURY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Trunk or Treat. Kids
dress up in costume and trick-or-treat in a safe envinronment.
10000 Candelaria Rd. NE. 4-6pm. ALL-AGES! 299-0643.
alibi.com/v/6v90.

HINKLE FAMILY FUN CENTER 20th Annual Fall Festival. Trick-
or-treat on the miniature golf courses at over 36 participating
sponsors’ booths. Children in costume receive free admission
to the festival. 12931 Indian School Rd NE. 10am-1pm.
ALL-AGES! 299-3100. alibi.com/v/6vyn.

ST. JOHN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Family Fall Fiesta.
A family-friendly trunk-or-treat for kids preschool through 5th
grade. Wear costumes, play games, enjoy hot food, candy and
a craft fair. 2626 Arizona St NE. Noon-2pm. ALL-AGES!
883-9717. alibi.com/v/6w5j.

LEARN
SELF SERVE Ripe on the Vine: Sex and Pleasure Over 50. This
class explores the myths and fears of aging, the realities of
what happens to our bodies as we age, how to play to our
newly-discovered strengths and how to rethink ideas of
pleasure. 112 Morningside Dr NE. $20. 11am-12:30pm. 18+.
265-5815. alibi.com/v/6tuc.

PETS
BOOFY’S BEST FOR PETS Howl and Growl: Halloween Fun for

Pets and People. Bring kids and pets for costume contests,
trick-or-treating, games for prizes, pet photos, meet adoptable
pets, visit vendors and enter the fundraising raffle for a chance
at some fantastic prizes. 8201 Golf Course Rd NW. 1-4pm.
ALL-AGES! 890-0757. alibi.com/v/6unm.

MARBLE BREWERY Mutt Masquerade. A costume contest for
pups with prizes awarded to the best-dressed pooches and
one dollar from every pint sold during the event goes to
Watermen Mountain Ranch. 111 Marble Ave NW. Noon-3pm.
21+. 243-2739. alibi.com/v/6vm1.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
BLUE DESERT HALE, Tijeras New Moon Ceremony: Throwing

of the Bones. Receive guidance for the new cycle personally
and collectively and participate in the ancient divination
ceremony and healing art in the ways of Ka Ta See. 38 Pine
Haven Road. $25. 3-5pm. ALL-AGES! 503-5137.
alibi.com/v/6v6w.

MONDAY OCT 28
O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill City Councilor District 6 Debate. The
debate consists of a panel discussion with pre-scripted ques-
tions as well as an open mic session for attendees to ask
additional questions. 4310 Central Ave SE. 5:30-7pm.
ALL-AGES! 255-6782. alibi.com/v/6ty4.

LEARN
BOXING BEAR BREWING CO. Home and Brew Happy Hour.
Learn steps before applying for a mortgage and steps to help
you understand the process of buying a home, win prizes,
enjoy a beer, take home valuable coupons and Home and
Brew goodies. 10200 Corrales Rd NW. 5:30-7:30pm. 21+.
897-2327. alibi.com/v/6vex.

TUESDAY OCT 29
PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY LGBQT Support Group. A community
support group for all ages open to anyone needing comfort,
relief or a voice. 526 Washington St. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/6kxb.

REI Preparing for the Camino de Santiago. Seasoned hiker
and pilgrim Karin Kiser answers questions regarding what it
takes to walk the Camino de Santiago ancient pilgrimage
route across Spain. 1550 Mercantile NE. 6-7:30pm. 15+.
247-1191. alibi.com/v/6ttc.

WEDNESDAY OCT 30
LEARN
SELF SERVE Erotic Blueprints Playshop. This workshop offers
body-based answers to apply to creative and more satisfying
sex, creating mind-melting kink play, navigating dating,
emotional problem-solving and more. 112 Morningside Dr
NE. $25. 7-9pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/6vfb.

REVOLUTION ORGANIZING CENTER Halloween Witchy Queen
Storytime. Kids of all ages and adults hear drag queen, Renee
Toya-Bouvier reads glamorous and positive stories that give
chills to the capitalist ghouls. 2626 Garfield Ave SE. 2-4pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6vlq.

LEARN
BARELAS COMMUNITY CENTER Civic Skill Workshop: A

Capacity Building Toolkit. 801 Barelas Rd SW. 10am-12:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 10/24 NM ASIAN FAMILY CENTER listing.

FREERANGE Coffee and Creatives Unconference 2019. $25.
8am. ALL-AGES! See 10/24 listing. Also, Talking About Climate

Change Is Everybody’s Job: A Panel Discussion. The Humanist
Society of NM presents a panel discussion with UNM’s Earth
and Planetary Sciences Department about science and the
climate with family, friends and neighbors. 1700 Central Ave
SE. 10am-noon. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6w5m.

SELF SERVE Intimacy for Survivors. Learn techniques that
lead to letting go of what cannot be recaptured and allow to
reclaim the erotic, sexual and personal sense of self.
1-2:30pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/6tua. Also, Hitting the Hot Spots:

G-Spot and Prostate Play for Everybody. This multi-gender,
all-body class covers how to not only find and stimulate hot
spots, but how to tap into the body/mind connection to explore
multiple orgasms and full-body orgasms and more. 112
Morningside Dr NE. $20. 7:30-9pm. 18+. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/6tub.



FRIDAY OCT 25
THE ENGINE HOUSE THEATER, Madrid The Theater of

Death Presents: Freakatorium, A Night of Human
Oddities and Baffling Tales of the Bizarre. Local impre-
sario Joe West and his production company present a

brand new series of original short plays with music and
circus sideshow in this evening of comedy, oddity pres-
entation and macabre. 2846 Hwy 14. $20. 7-10pm.

21+. alibi.com/v/6umb.

CALENDARS
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ART
ABQ SUNPORT GREAT HALL Lowriders and Hot Rods: Car Culture
of Northern New Mexico. 2200 Sunport Blvd. SE. 10am. ALL-AGES!
See 10/24 listing.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE Zombie Attack. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE.
$10-$25. 2pm. See 10/25 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE A Doll’s House Part 2. Fifteen years ago, 27-year-
old Nora Helmer left her husband, her children and her home. Revisit
the character in this sequel to the original stage production. 2900
Carlisle Blvd NE. $24. 2-4:30pm. 15+. 463-0440. alibi.com/v/6tbs.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Under Milk Wood. 4904 Fourth Street
NW. $20-$25. 2pm. 15+. See 10/25 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ELIZABETH WATERS CENTER FOR DANCE Paradigm Tilt. A student
choreography concert featuring beautiful and inventive new work
from the university’s prestigious dance department. 1 University
Blvd NE. $8-$12. 2pm. ALL-AGES! 277-4332. alibi.com/v/6uo5.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco Albuquerque. 800 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. $10-$30. 6-7:10pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/24 listing.

KIMO THEATRE Entourage Jazz Swings Bobby and Frank Live. A
tribute show to Bobby Darin and Frank Sinatra featuring vocalist
Emerson Corley and EJazz in big band form with all proceeds bene-
fitting Domestic Violence Resource Center of NM. 423 Central Ave
NW. $24. 2-4:15pm. ALL-AGES! 234-6900. alibi.com/v/6umt.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Opera Southwest’s Ali
Baba. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $19-$99. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See
10/25 listing.

ARTS & LIT
THURSDAY OCT 24
SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Dmitri Matheny Group Featuring
Holly Pyle. The winner of the NW Instrumentalist of the Year honors
in the Seattle Earshot Jazz Golden Ear Awards, flugelhornist Dmitri
Matheny plays live. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $15-$20. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
268-0044. alibi.com/v/6vuh.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Reel Rock 14 Film Tour. Enjoy screenings as part
of the outdoor and climbing film celebration. 423 Central Ave NW.
$10-$12. 7-9pm. 768-3522. alibi.com/v/6vna.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Documentary Double
Feature: Dia de Los Muertos. Enjoy screenings of La Festividad de
Los Muertos and Lanii Xtee Tugul and Noche de Animas, Tzintzuntzan.
1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 6-9pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/6v06.

FRIDAY OCT 25
STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE Zombie Attack. Director Art Tedesco brings this
comedy/horror extravaganza to life just in time for Halloween with
lots of blood, body parts and guaranteed fun. 3011 Monte Vista
Blvd NE. $10-$25. 8-9:30pm. 596-0607. alibi.com/v/6v81.

VORTEX THEATRE A Doll’s House. The story of a happy bourgeois
marriage that comes apart when its truths are revealed, the play is
among the earliest realistic masterpieces of the modern theatre.
2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $24. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. 463-0440.
alibi.com/v/6tbi.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Under Milk Wood. West End
Productions presents Dylan Thomas’ masterpiece where a
Welsh fishing village springs to life in gales of laughter, heart-
aching poignancy and the rich language. 4904 Fourth Street NW.
$20-$25. 7:30-10pm. 15+. 404-8462. alibi.com/v/6r5n.

SONG & DANCE
ELIZABETH WATERS CENTER FOR DANCE Paradigm Tilt. A student
choreography concert featuring beautiful and inventive new work
from the university’s prestigious dance department. 1 University
Blvd NE. $8-$12. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 277-4332. alibi.com/v/6uo0.

KIMO THEATRE Olga Kern in Concert. Hear the world-class pianist
play live, benitting the KiMo Foundation. 423 Central Ave NW.
$55-$100. 6:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-3522. alibi.com/v/6vt0.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Opera Southwest’s Ali
Baba. See an interpretation of the opera composed by Giovanni
Bottesini. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $19-$99. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
243-0591. alibi.com/v/6v8c.

SATURDAY OCT 26
WORDS
THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Meet the Publishers. Writers
and poets to engage with NM publishers, hear presentations, live
music from Kirk Matthews, poetry, craft culture, beverages and food.
206 Broadway SE. 2-6pm. ALL-AGES! 639-5831. alibi.com/v/6vzg.

ART
LOS RANCHOS VILLAGE HALL, Los Ranchos Los Ranchos Art
Market. Find handcrafted jewelry, pottery, woodwork, needlecraft
and fabric accessories, sculpture, soap and seasonal produce,
honey, plants, herbs and more as well as food and live music. 6718
Rio Grande Blvd NW. 7am-noon. ALL-AGES! 344-6582.
alibi.com/v/6hbs.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE Zombie Attack. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE.
$10-$25. 8-9:30pm. See 10/25 listing.

THE ENGINE HOUSE THEATER, Madrid The Theater of Death
Presents: Freakatorium, A Night of Human Oddities and Baffling
Tales of the Bizarre. 2846 Hwy 14. $20. 7-10pm. 21+. See 10/25
listing.

ISLETA CASINO & RESORT Theresa Caputo. The hit reality television
star of “Long Island Medium” is live in stage. 11000 Broadway Blvd
Se. 8-10pm. 21+. 724-3800. alibi.com/v/6l4m.

VORTEX THEATRE A Doll’s House. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $24.
7:30-9:30pm. 13+. See 10/25 listing.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Under Milk Wood. 4904 Fourth Street
NW. $20-$25. 7:30-10pm. 15+. See 10/25 listing.

SONG & DANCE
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY An Afternoon of Classical Guitar. Guitarists
Kevin Caffrey and Paul Nielsen play solos and duets featuring the
works of Albeniz, Bach, Tarrega and others. 6901 Barstow St NE.
2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 857-8321. alibi.com/v/6sn0.

ELIZABETH WATERS CENTER FOR DANCE Paradigm Tilt. 1 University
Blvd NE. $8-$12. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 10/25 listing.

POPEJOY HALL NM Philharmonic: The Music of Pink Floyd. A night
of classic music with a full orchestra, joined by nine extraordinarily
talented rock musicians and singers and all of the special effects
you’d expect in a Floyd concert. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $30-$85.
8-10:30pm. 13+. 505-323-4343, ext 1. alibi.com/v/6tad.

ST. STEPHEN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Solid Grounds
Coffeehouse. Daniel Boling shares experiences from a life well-
lived, with his well-crafted songs and friendly tenor. 4601 Juan Tabo
NE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 293-9673. alibi.com/v/6tcn.

SUNDAY OCT 27
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Rachel Moulton: Tinfoil Butterfly. The author reads
from and discusses the work. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 3pm.
ALL-AGES! 344-8139. alibi.com/v/6vym.

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE The
Color of Love: A Story of a Mixed-Race Jewish Girl. Marra Gad, an
independent film and television producer, writes an unforgettable
memoir about being an adopted mixed-race Jewish woman. 5520
Wyoming Blvd NE. $10-$12. 3-5pm. 13+. 332-0565.
alibi.com/v/6umy.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER On the Path of Marigolds:
Living Traditions of México’s Day of the Dead. Photographer Ann
Murdy presents her work based on more than 20 years documenting
the celebrations around Día de los Muertos in México. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. 1:30pm. ALL-AGES! 603-6392. alibi.com/v/6ty1.
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FRIDAY OCT 25
FUSION THEATRE COMPANY When The Veil Thins:
Music and Dance Performance. The music of the

Delphi Project accompanies professional dancers and
choreographers for a haunting romp to mark the

magic of this time of year and celebrate ancestors.
700 First Street NW. $15-$20. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!

237-9304. alibi.com/v/6vy2.

FOOD

CALENDARS

SATURDAY OCT 26
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM Goddess of Arno’s

23rd Annual Fall Balkan Dance Party. Veteran folk
dancer Patsy Gregory leads traditional Balkan line

dances and with a crash course in the basic dances to
live music by Goddess of Arno with refreshments avail-
able. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW. $5-$20. 7-10:15pm.

ALL-AGES! 243-6276. alibi.com/v/6w6j.

MONDAY OCT 28
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY The Rocky Road of Researching Wyatt
Earp. Author Mark Warren discusses his Earp experiences that
span 63 years of research from Georgia to California as well as
his literary trilogy entitled Wyatt Earp, An American Odyssey. 6901
Barstow St NE. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 857-8321. alibi.com/v/6v59.

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE
Witness: Lessons from Elie Wiesel’s Classroom. Ariel Burger presents
his book, answers questions and sign copies of the work. 5520
Wyoming Blvd NE. $10-$12. 7-9pm. 13+. 332-0565.
alibi.com/v/6umz.

SONG & DANCE
UNM STUDENT UNION BUILDING Bicentenary Celebration of the
Birth of the Bab. A theatrical and musical program about the
amazing life of the Herald of the Bahá’í with a standing reception
to follow. 1 University of New Mexico. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 205-2677.
alibi.com/v/6w6f.

THURSDAY OCT 24
PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Community Pot Luck Dinner. Enjoy a
community meal at the art and education center. Don’t forget
to bring a contribution. 526 Washington St. FREE. 7pm. ALL-AGES!
(512) 573-5279. alibi.com/v/6qic.

FRIDAY OCT 25
LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Friday Farmers Market. Enjoy live
music, a kids’ zone, craft beers, vendors and food. 319 Fifth
Street SW. FREE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 550-1119. alibi.com/v/6ekx.

SATURDAY OCT 26
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Destination Dinner: BUGarium.
Learn from entomologists about tarantulas, scorpions, stick
insects and millipedes as you enjoy an eclectic array of appetizers
and entrees that highlight insects as a sustainable protein source.
2601 Central Ave NW. 6pm. 848-7123. alibi.com/v/6vob.

MARBLE BREWERY Hops & Harvest. An end of year celebration
and market fundraiser with food trucks, music from Saudade,
Merican Slang and Moonthieves, with raffle prizes, pumpkin
painting, face painting and more. 11am-11pm. 21+. 243-2739.
alibi.com/v/6vlx. Also, Hops and Harvest. A celebration and
fundraiser with local food trucks, live bands, pumpkin painting,
face painting and raffle prizes from vendors and local businesses.
A portion of sales benefit Downtown Growers’ Market. 111 Marble
Ave NW. FREE. 2-8pm. ALL-AGES! 252-2959. alibi.com/v/6ttr.

NATURAL GROCERS/VITAMIN COTTAGE Cooking with
Compassion. Learn to enjoy fantastically delicious food, without
spending hours in the kitchen, while embracing a plant-based
die. Eat without violence and cook with compassion. 4420
Wyoming Blvd. NE. FREE. 10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 332-0446.
alibi.com/v/6ttf.

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Smokin’ Saturdays. Mighty
Mike’s Meats is smokin’ on the patio. 206 Broadway SE. 4-8pm.
21+. alibi.com/v/6ql4.

SUNDAY OCT 27
ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS Albuquerque Rail Yards Market. A
market celebrating all things local and at the heart of NM culture
with hundreds food, farm, artisan and healing vendors, live music
as well as a kids’ zone. 1100 Second Street SW. FREE.
10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6fy2.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Saffron Strand’s Wine
Tasting and Silent Auction. Help raise funds to empower the
homeless and those at risk to gain new skills and employment
while enjoying tapas, hors d’oeuvres, wines and live music by Le
Chat Lunatique. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $75. 5:30-8:30pm.
18+. (510) 691-7026. alibi.com/v/6ve6.

RUDE BOY COOKIES All-Ages Halloween Cookie Decorating Party.
This beginner-level event is for both kids and adults as you deco-
rate six Halloween cookies with all the tools to decorate them
like a pro. 10-11am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6vor. Also, Adult
Halloween Cookie Decorating Party. This adult, intermediate-
level event keeps you entertained with twelve Halloween cookies
and all the tools to decorate them like a pro. Noon-2pm. 18+.
alibi.com/v/6vou. Also, Adult Sugar Skull Cookie Decorating
Party. This adult, intermediate-level event keeps you entertained
with twelve sugar skull-themed cookies and all the tools to deco-
rate them like a pro. 115 Harvard Dr SE Ste 7. 3-5pm. 18+.
200-2235. alibi.com/v/6vp1.

TRAIL RIDER PIZZA, Cedar Crest First Anniversary Celebration
Party. Enjoy a party featuring vendors, live music, trunk-or-treat,
costume contest, hot dog eating contest, bobbing for apples and
more. 12165 N Hwy 14. FREE. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 281-6068.
alibi.com/v/6w01.

TUESDAY OCT 29
B2B2 BARRIO Taco Tuesday. Enjoy twelve different gourmet
tacos and fifty local beers on tap to create over six-hundred
possible combos. 2201 Louisiana Blvd NE. Noon. 508-4406.
alibi.com/v/6uye.

WEDNESDAY OCT 30
INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Cookie Decorating on the
Patio. Participants decorate six cookies inspired by designs of
great significance to the pueblo cultures, led by  co-owner with
a brief presentation on the meaning behind the designs used
for the cookies. 2401 12th Street NW. 6-7:30pm. 843-7270.
alibi.com/v/6w1a.

   

TUESDAY OCT 29
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE Feast
Your Eyes: A Novel. Myla Goldberg, the award-winning, New York
Times bestselling author discusses the compelling story of a female
photographer grappling with artistic ambition. 5520 Wyoming Blvd
NE. $10-$12. 7-9pm. 13+. 332-0565. alibi.com/v/6un0.

WEDNESDAY OCT 30

SONG & DANCE
ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Curtis McMurtry. Hear music
combining sardonic lyrics with unconventional arrangements, inte-
grating classical and jazz orchestration techniques with the lyric-
driven singer-songwriter style. 3700 San Mateo Blvd NE. 6-7pm.
ALL-AGES! 888-8100. alibi.com/v/6sn2.
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MUSIC

THURSDAY OCT 24
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Rocky Horror Punk

Show • Adam Hooks and His Hangups • Americana,
garage rock • 8pm • $2

FRIDAY OCT 25
LAUNCHPAD Night of the Living Cover Bands: Night

5, Sun Dog, Bellemah, SHREWD, Karen, Carrier
Waves, Cactus Tractor • 6pm

SATURDAY OCT 26
TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Stranger Things

Arcade Carnival 3 • 7pm

THURSDAY OCT 24
B2B2 BARRIO Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE • 15+

B2B2 BARRIO UPTOWN Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • The Chris Ravin Band • classic rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Austin
Van • country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Nothing But Grooves • funk • 6pm •
FREE

COCINA AZUL Lani Nash • singer-songwriter • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Open Mic Thursday • 7pm • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Abe Mac Band • country • 6pm • $5 • 21+

LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Above-Average Open Mic •
6:30pm • FREE • 13+

LAUNCHPAD Slaughter To Prevail • deathcore • 7:30pm

MARBLE BREWERY Outer Vibe • pop, rock, indie, psychedelic •
7pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Juanita Band • classic rock • 6pm • FREE •
21+

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT Alex Maryol •
blues, acoustic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING CO. Halfway Decent Karaoke • 7pm •
21+

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND South3rn Turpike3 Broth3rz •
variety • 7pm • $5 • 21+

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Tony and Steve Duo • variety •
6pm

SISTER Summer Cannibals • indie • 8pm • $7

THIRSTY EYE BREWING COMPANY Brendangerous • electronic •
Ben Bitten • Blue Sunshine • 7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Brooks Hubbard Band • folk,
Americana, blues, soul • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

COMEDY

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy
Thursdays • 6pm • $10 • 21+

FRIDAY OCT 25
BACKSTREET GRILL Gustavo Pimentel • Spanish jazz, flamenco,
classical • 6pm • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • Trinity Soul • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM
Night Moves • indie pop, rock • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM George
Russell • Americana, classic rock • 4:30pm • Beg, Borrow and
Steal • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIALOGUE BREWING Boiler Room Beats • DJ RyanDemond •
dance, electro soul • 8pm • FREE • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Abe Mac Band • country • 6pm • $5 • 21+

EFFINGBAR AND GRILL Hot Rod • classic rock • 5pm

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Sage Cornelius • variety • 7:30pm • $20 •
ALL-AGES!

LAZY LIZARD GRILL, Cedar Crest Odd Dog • classic rock •
7pm • FREE • 21+

THE LIBRARY BAR & GRILL Brain Gang Trivia • 8pm • FREE •
18+

MARBLE BREWERY the Senators • variety • Liver Down the
River • funk, bluegrass, psych-rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Lori Ottino and Erik Sawyer •
singer-songwriter, Americana, folk • 5pm • Water Tower • folk,
bluegrass • 8pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT Lani Nash •
singer-songwriter • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

STONE FACE TAVERN Flashback • rock, oldies • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Dallas Burrow • folk, Americana •
6pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Live Score Triple Feature •
The Gral Brothers • pedal steel • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE DJ Flo Fader • hip-hop • 6pm

COMEDY

CELLAR BAR AT ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Royal’s Comedy
Palace • stand-up comedy • 9:30pm • FREE • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Ultimate Comedy Fight Club
#24 • stand-up comedy • 8pm • $13 • 21+

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Headliners 505
Comedy Presents Friday Night Fools • stand-up comedy •
9:30pm • $10 • 18+

SATURDAY OCT 26
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY, Rio Rancho F/E/A/T/H/E/R •
variety, folk • 4:30pm • Elderly Brothers • variety • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM
Lesmen’s Presents Guitars for Kids • Vicente Griego • flamenco,
rumba • Marisol • Latin • Gitano • Acoustic Breeze • Michael
Ruelas • Kenneth Segura Knoll • 5pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM The
Blunts • rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Josh Ward • country • 7pm

GECKO’S BAR & TAPAS, Northeast Heights Chris Kill • rock,
blues • 9pm • Free • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Night of the Living Cover Bands: Night 6 •
Manhigh • St. Petersburg • indie rock • Cobra vs Mongoose •
punk • The Ordinary Things • TIDES. • post-hardcore • The Jir
Project Band • rock, pop, blues, alterna • 6pm

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Battery • hardcore,
industrial • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY RJ Perez • funk, blues • 8pm • Burque Sol •
reggae • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Cali Shaw • indie, folk,
Americana • 3pm • Halloween party • Felix y los Gatos •
Americana, blues, rock, Creole • 8pm • $10

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Rudy Boy Experiment • rock, blues •
1:30pm • Memphis P-Tails • blues, rock • 6pm • FREE • 21+

O’HARE’S GRILLE & PUB, Rio Rancho Brain Gang Trivia •
8:30pm • FREE • 18+

ROCK & BREWS Halloween Triple Trouble Tribute • Prince Of
Darkness • Ozzy Osbourne tribute  • The Third Degree • rock •
8:15pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar •
6pm

TRACTOR BREWING COMPANY Paul and Ieva Cataldo • singer-
songwriter • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kelsey Manning • folk, blues •
6pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Comedy Night • Zach Abeyta • stand-
up comedy • 8:30pm • FREE

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Saturday Stand-Up Spectacular •
stand-up comedy • 9:30pm • $5 • 18+

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Ghostbusters Ultimate
Halloween Party • Dana Cortez • DJ Automatic • pop, hip-hop,
electronic • 9pm

SUNDAY OCT 27
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE High Desert Playboys • countr y,
Americana • 4pm • FREE

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Sage Cornelius • variety • 7:30pm • $20 •
ALL-AGES!

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY, Bernalillo Kaktus Kats Blues
Jam • 3pm

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY TobyRiffic Karaoke Show •
3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Ape Shifter • Amped Owl Drive • hard rock, metal •
8pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Edric Explosion • rock • 3pm • FREE • 21+

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock,
blues • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED VELVET UNDERGROUND South3rn Turpike3 Broth3rz •
variety • 7pm • $5 • 21+

MONDAY OCT 28
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Open
Mic with Rob Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN TAPROOM Brain Gang Trivia • 7pm • FREE • 18+

LAUNCHPAD Mike Watt • The Missingmen • Russian Girlfriends •
rock, punk • 9:30pm

PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Open Mic in a Sober Space • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SUNSHINE THEATER Gwar • heavy metal • Sacred Reich • Aganist
the Grain • 7:30pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Old-Time Jam Circle • 7:30pm

TRACTOR BREWING COMPANY Old Time Jam • 7:30pm • FREE •
21+

TRAIL RIDER PIZZA, Cedar Crest More Love Monday • variety •
Micah Thunder • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY OG Monday: A Comedy Open
Mic • stand-up comedy • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY OCT 29
THE BARLEY ROOM Swag Duo and Friends • jazz, blues,
Motown • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Spiral Pilots • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY SECOND STREET TAPROOM

Open Mic with Tod Hohmann • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

HOLLOW SPIRITS DISTILLING Mariachi Trio • Spanish, Latin •
7pm • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Andrea Gibson • spoken-word, poetry • Gigi Bella •
9pm

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Gene Corbin • Americana • 6pm • FREE •
21+

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Bring Your Own Vinyl • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

SISTER Oh Sees • garage rock, psychedelic rock • 8pm • $20

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

TRAIL RIDER PIZZA, Cedar Crest Let Love Grow Tuesday • John
Wells • acoustic rock, variety • 6pm • Free` • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Homie Hangout Comedy Open Mic •
stand-up comedy • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

WEDNESDAY OCT 30
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY, Rio Rancho Music with Mike •
variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY WESTSIDE TAPROOM Chris
Ravin • rock ’n’ roll • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Brain Gang Trivia • 6pm • FREE • 18+

INSIDE OUT Michael Moxey And The Easy Sinners • country,
alternative, rock • Caleb Caudle • 7pm

LAUNCHPAD Black Magic Flower Power • Black Maria • rock •
Black Unicorn • surf rock, heavy metal • Sweet Nothin • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY Eryn Bent • country, folk, Americana, singer-
songwriter • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Mose McCormack • country • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

SISTER Captured by Robots • rock, grindcore • 8pm • $10

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Horror Film Trivia Vol. 3 • 7pm

TRAIL RIDER PIZZA, Cedar Crest Karaoke Wednesday • 6pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual
Wednesdays Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm •
FREE • 21+
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FILM | FILM REVIEW

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

B
ack in the late ’90s and early ’00s, the
Disney studio was busy cranking out a string
of cheaply produced, direct-to-video sequels

to its popular animated films (Aladdin and the

King of Thieves, Pocahontas II: Journey to a New

World, Kronk’s New Groove, Lady and the Tramp

II: Scamp’s Adventure, The Little Mermaid II:

Return to the Sea, The Lion King 1 1/2, The

Hunchback of Notre Dame II, Cinderella II:

Dreams Come True, 101 Dalmatians II: Patch’s

London Adventure). Around that era the
company bought out crosstown animation rival
Pixar. Given how much more successful Pixar
was at the time, Disney basically let the Pixar
folks take over the studio. One of the first
mandates of the new Pixar bosses was, “Stop
making all of these cheap sequels; you’re
tarnishing your brand.”

That marked a major creative turnaround for
Disney, which is now the biggest company in
Hollywood, having swallowed up Marvel, Star
Wars and the Muppets as well. After Pixar’s “no
sequels” declaration, Disney produced some of
its finest original properties: Brave, Wreck-It
Ralph, Frozen, Big Hero 6, Zootopia, Moana.
Sadly, some 10 years on down the road, Pixar
has been fully integrated into the Disney
corporate machine. From the looks of it (Finding
Dory, Cars 3, Incredibles 2, Toy Story 4), Pixar is
now suffering from the same bloated, sequel-
loving, cash-grabbing philosophy as its parent
corp.

For the past few years, Disney’s unwavering
plan has been to produce endless live-action
recreations of its most famous cartoons (Alice in
Wonderland, Cinderella, The Jungle Book, Beauty
and the Beast, Dumbo, Aladdin, The Lion King).
The results have been profitable, but much too
familiar to those of us who grew up on Disney.

Which brings us, in a roundabout way, to
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil. In 2014 Disney took
the Evil Queen from 1956’s Sleeping Beauty and
provided her with her own, stand-alone origin
story, Maleficent. Angelina Jolie starred as the
titular black-clad fairy queen—taking her from
evil villain to tragic, misunderstood victim of
trauma and betrayal at the hands of greedy,
colonizing humans. It was certainly a different
take on the traditional fairy, but the film mostly
just ended up answering a lot of questions that
really didn’t need to be asked. Despite its mixed
critical response, it soaked up $241 million at
the US box office and $517 million overseas,
basically guaranteeing a sequel.

Maleficent: Mistress of Evil picks up some five
years after the events of the first film. Having
gotten revenge on the humans who wronged
her, restored the fairy kingdom to its former
glory and established Princess Aurora (Elle
Fanning, no longer sleeping but still a beauty) as
the new ruler of the two kingdoms, Maleficent is
now quietly “retired” as evil queen. In the fairy
kingdom of The Moor, she’s considered a hero

and protector. But over in the human kingdom
of Ulstead, she’s still the villain of the tale. 

Handsome (but boring) Prince Phillip
(Harris Dickinson, replacing Brenton Thwaites
from the first film—not like you’d notice) has
asked Aurora for her hand in marriage. Witchy
godmother Maleficent, still wary of treacherous
humans, counsels against the union.
Nonetheless, our horn-headed antihero is talked
into a family dinner with future in-laws King
John (Robert Lindsay) and Queen Ingrith
(Michelle Pfeiffer). Ingrith, in particular, tries
her best to rile Maleficent, who takes the bait,
loses her cool and seemingly curses the king
with eternal slumber. (Again with the slumber.)

Fleeing from the palace, Maleficent is
wounded and falls into the ocean. She’s rescued
at the last second by a group of winged and
horned fairies like herself, known as the Dark
Fey. Meanwhile, Aurora continues with her
wedding plans, but soon discovers that the
nuptials are just a ruse for Queen Ingrith to lure
the fairy folk into a massacre, which should kick
off a magical race war. (No spoiler alert
necessary here. It’s painfully obvious who the
film’s real villain is.) Eventually, of course, the

Dark Fey (commanded by a righteously
indignant Maleficent) go to war with the
humans (led by the underhanded Ingrith). The
whole thing is overblown and bloodless, and
even the kids in the audience will be able to
guess the outcome.

Like Maleficent before it, Mistress of Evil
offers up some mildly interesting revisionism on
classic fairy tales. Jolie and Pfeiffer do their best
to chew the scenery in grand style—although
the film’s canned, kid-friendly one-liners do
them few favors. (“This isn’t a fairy tale,” Jolie
intones on at least one occasion.) Strangely, the
titular mistress disappears for much of the film’s
runtime, turning the story over to a bloated cast
of old and new characters. And most of those
characters only add to the wacky slapstick
elements aimed directly at kiddie audiences.
Norwegian director Joachim Rønning (Pirates of
the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales) works
well with the legions of CGI artists, envisioning
piles of epic vistas and fantastical creatures.
Clearly, more attention went into the film’s look
than into its easily telegraphed screenplay.

With several live-action remakes (Lady and
the Tramp, Mulan, The Little Mermaid, Snow
White and the Seven Dwarves, Hunchback, Lilo &
Stitch, Pinocchio) and at least one more
“revisionist” villain origin story (the ’70s-set
Cruella, featuring a “punk rock” Emma Stone)
in the near future, it’s clear Disney has a death-
grip on its corporate plan. Unfortunately, the
plan is already starting to show signs of
weakness, repetition and fatigue. Maybe it’s time
for Uncle Walt’s beloved company to get
another Pixar-style shake-up. a

Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
Revisionist fairy tale returns with familiar sequel

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Documentaries of the Dead
South Broadway Cultural Center and Metamorfosis
Documentation Project present two documentary films
in honor of Mexico’s Day of the Dead. La Festividad de
los Muertosdepicts the Feast of the Faithfully Departed
as it is celebrated in the Zapotec community of Teotitlán
del Valle in Oaxaca, while Noche de Animasshows how
it is celebrated in the P’urhépecha community of
Tzintzuntzan in Michoacán. Admission to this Day of the
Dead documentary double feature is free and open to
the public. The films play Thursday, Oct. 24, starting at
6pm at SBCC (1025 Broadway Blvd. SE). For more info,
go to cabq.gov/south-broadway-cultural-center.

Rock On
Stone Age Climbing Gym presents the Reel Rock 14 Film
Tour. This high-altitude collection of climbing, bouldering
and otherwise-scrambling-up-the-side-of-mountains
documentary shorts screens Thursday, Oct. 24 from 7
to 9pm at KiMo Theatre (423 Central Ave. NE). “Rock”
stars such as Nina Williams, Tommy Caldwell, Jim
Reynolds and Alex Honnold are among the athletes
featured on screen. Admission is $10 in advance or $12
at the door. You can get your tickets now at
kimotickets.com.

Spooky Scores
GRAL Brothers Music heads to Tractor Brewing
Company Wells Park (1800 Fourth Street NW) this
Friday, Oct. 25 at 8pm for a night of music and movies
(and, of course, beer). On the night in question, the
GRAL Brothers (actually Alex McMahon and Greg
Williams) provide live musical scores to a trio of spooky
old horror films, including Häxan, Night of the Living
Deadand Curse of the Swamp Creature. Admission is
free, but the beers will cost ya.

Dead Wedding
Tim Burton’s beautifully morbid 2005 animated fantasy
Corpse Bridescreens Saturday, Oct. 26 at 1pm at the
South Broadway Library (1025 Broadway Blvd. SE).
The stop-motion fairy tale tells the story of a nervous
groom (Johnny Depp) who is dragged into the Land of
the Dead by a long-dead bride (Helena Bonham Carter)
who wants to get hitched. Admission is free and open to
the public.

Shower Scene
Albuquerque Film & Music Experience offers its
Halloween best with a screening of Alfred Hitchcock’s
classic shocker Psycho. The 1960 film follows an
embezzling secretary (Janet Leigh) who ends up at an
isolated motel run by a creepy mamma’s boy (Anthony
Perkins). You can catch Psychoon Saturday, Oct. 26 at
the O’Neill’s Nob Hill (4310 Central Ave. SE) starting at
7pm. The screening takes place inside the
bar/restaurant’s event space. Admission is free and open
to the public.

Scary Scripting
Local filmmaker and author Scotty Milder (Dead Billy,
“Vanya”) teaches “Writing the Horror Movie,” an
interactive workshop taking place every Sunday from
Oct. 27 through Dec. 15 at Sol Arts Acting Studios
(5500 San Mateo Blvd. NE #114). In it Milder will share
the basics of suspense, atmosphere, pacing and
character development as well as his own personal
“philosophy of fear.” The cost of the eight-week class is
$375. To register, go to solacting.com/writing-the-
horror-movie.

Shudder to Think
Horror film aficionados are invited to show off their scary
knowledge of the subject at Horror Film Trivia Vol. III: The
Final Reckoning. The third (and final) round in this
month’s three-part bloodbath of horror movie obsession
comes to a head on Wednesday, Oct. 30 from 7 to 9pm
at Tractor Brewing Company Nob Hill (118 Tulane Dr.
SE). For more info go to getplowed.com. a

Maleficent: 
Mistress of Evil
Directed by Joachim Rønning

Starring Angelina Jolie, 

Elle Fanning, Michelle Pfeiffer

Rated PG-13

Now playing.

Jolie, winging it
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Maxed Out
HBO Max joins the flood of streaming services

V
iewers of visual media can be forgiven for
thinking that today’s “streaming” services have
turned into a veritable deluge. Every other

week it seems like I’m educating/warning people
about another streaming service with a catalogue
of original programming, an archive of old TV
shows and a random selection of movies available
on your mobile devices for a low monthly
subscription fee. Since I didn’t talk about one last
week, I guess I’m obliged to this week. Netflix,
Hulu, Amazon Prime, Disney Plus, Apple TV+:
Meet HBO Max.

Like a lot of Americans, you may be confused
at this point. Isn’t HBO already a pay-per-view
station full of movies, TV shows and original
content? Sure. And can’t you already subscribe to
HBO Now, a streaming service for portable devices
that bypasses the need for cable or satellite? Yup.
But HBO Max is a long-brewing corporate mash-
up from AT&T-owned multinational mass media
conglomerate WarnerMedia. Not only will it
consist of HBO’s normal slate of movies, miniseries
and TV shows—it will also have access to all of
WarnerMedia’s corporate catalogue. Basically,
whatever Disney doesn’t own, WarnerMedia does
(HBO, CNN, TBS, TNT, TruTV, Cartoon
Network, Adult Swim, TCM, Warner Bros, New
Line, Crunchy Roll, Looney Tunes, The CW, DC
Comics).

HBO Max, for example, will be the new home
for the Warner Bros.-produced series “Friends”—
now that the beloved ’90s sitcom is free from its
$100 million dollar contract with Netflix. Also
lined up: “The Fresh Prince of Bel Air” (which is
owned by Warner Bros. Domestic Television
Distribution) and any Warner Bros.-produced
dramas on The CW Network (like, for example,
“Riverdale”). Throw in some Bugs Bunny
cartoons, all the Nightmare On Elm Street films
(from New Line Cinema) and stuff like “Full
Frontal with Samantha Bee” (that’s TBS), and
you’ve got a solid back catalogue on which to
build. 

In addition to everything WarnerMedia
owns, HBO Max has signed contracts to re-air
BBC shows including “Doctor Who,” “The
Office,” “Top Gear” and “Luther.” The network
also signed a deal with Japan’s Studio Ghibli to
secure US streaming rights to all of its animated
films (My Neighbor Totoro, Princess Mononoke,
Spirited Away, Ponyo, Howl’s Moving Castle, Kiki’s
Delivery Service, to name a few). These deals add
some impressive weight to HBO Max’s lineup
(while, at the same time, stealing these shows
away from cable/streaming rivals).

As far as the new programming is concerned,
the floodgates have already opened. Dozens of
emails have been pouring into my inbox this
week, touting HBO Max’s new projects. Director
Denis Villeneuve (Blade Runner 2049) will adapt
“Dune: The Sisterhood,” a series based on Brian
Herbert and Kevin Anderson’s sequel to Frank
Herbert’s sci-fi classic. The classic 1984 horror-
comedy Gremlins is being turned into an
animated series. “The Ho’s” is a
multigenerational docu-reality series about a rich
Vietnamese-American family in Houston.
Monica Lewinsky (yes, that Monica Lewinsky)
executive produces “15 Minutes of Shame,” a
documentary series about “the public shaming
epidemic in our culture and our collective need
to destroy one another.” “Brad and Gary Go
To…” finds Hollywood power couple Brad

Goreski and Gary Janetti traveling around the
globe sampling international cuisine. The
streaming service has also ordered up “Grease:
Rydell High,” a musical spin-off which brings the
1978 film Grease to today’s post-“Glee”
audiences.

There will be original movies on tap as well.
Emmy-winning comedian Amy Schumer climbs
on board with Expecting Amy, a documentary
about the funny lady’s struggle to prepare for a
stand-up comedy tour while pregnant. Melissa
McCarthy (Spy, Bridesmaids) will star in
Superintelligence, about an ordinary woman who is
befriended by the world’s first “artificial
intelligence with an attitude.” 

As far as when we can get a look at HBO
Max, WarnerMedia has pushed the premiere
date several times and is now simply saying
“spring 2020.” What will it cost the consumer?
Given that HBO Now costs $15 a month, and
HBO Max will include all of HBO’s streaming
product (plus all that other stuff mentioned
above), we can only assume that it will cost more
than that. With Hulu starting at $6 a month,
Disney+ banking on charging $6.99 a month and
Netflix running $13 a month, HBO Max is
looking kinda pricey. But what do you say,
American consumers? Are you ready to fork out
for one more monthly streaming service? It’s the
last one. I swear. (It’s not. Not by a longshot.) a
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you give him a plastic pumpkin full of fun-
sized Snickers bars.

Dolemite Is My Name (Netflix streaming
anytime) Comedian Eddie Murphy stars as
comedian Rudy Ray Moore, famous in the
1970s for his blaxploitation film alter ego
“Dolemite.” Craig Brewer (Hustle & Flow,
Black Snake Moan) directs. Scott Alexander
& Larry Karaszewski (Ed Wood, The People
vs. Larry Flynt, Man on the Moon, Big Eyes)
are in charge of the screenplay.

“Prank Encounters” (Netflix streaming
anytime) Netflix, determined to cover every
TV genre under the sun, jumps into the
“Candid Camera”/“Punk’d” genre of hidden
camera prank shows. Gaten Matarazzo
(“Stranger Things”) stand in for Allen
Funt/Ashton Kutcher.

“Zomboat!” (Hulu streaming anytime) Four
mismatched Brits escape a sitcom-style
zombie apocalypse by slowly drifting out of
Birmingham on a canal boat.

Sweet Mountain Christmas (Lifetime 6pm)
Lifetime isn’t even waiting until Halloween to
unleash its annual blizzard of Christmas-
themed rom-coms. … Your move, Hallmark.

A Merry Christmas Match (Hallmark Movies
& Mysteries 7pm) Oh! That didn’t take long.

SATURDAY 26

“Svengoolie” (KRTN-39 7pm) MeTV’s
“Svengoolie” movie show gets into the
spirit of the season with a screening of
1944’s The Mummy’s Ghost. Which
doesn’t even make any sense. Is he a
mummy or a ghost? Make up your mind,
dude.

SUNDAY 27

A Christmas Movie Christmas (UpTV
5pm) Hey, who invited UpTV to the
Christmas rom-com party?

“Mrs. Fletcher” (HBO 8:30pm) Kathryn
Hahn (“Crossing Jordan,” “Transparent”)
stars as a single mom looking to start a
new life after her son moves away for
college.

The Living Skeleton/Goke, Body Snatcher
From Hell (TCM midnight, 1:30am)
TCM unearths a couple trippy Japanese
horror films. First up, a chiller about a
young woman haunted by the ghosts of
a ship’s crew murdered by pirates. Then,
a sci-fi thriller about a blob-like alien
that turns people into blood-hungry
vampires. Both of these cult oddities
came out in 1968 and were written by
Kyuzo Kobayashi.

MONDAY 28 

“The Deuce” (HBO 7pm) The pimps,
hookers and porn films of HBO’s gritty

THURSDAY 24

“Daybreak” (Netflix streaming anytime)
This post-apocalyptic comedy-drama
(based on the comic book by Brian Ralph)
follows the adventures of a 17-year-old
high schooler braving a bunch of Mad
Max-style teenage gangs to locate his
missing girlfriend in the ruins of Glendale,
Calif. It’s actually shot right here in
Albuquerque—which I guess means we
look like post-apocalyptic Glendale.

“Mind Field: What’s the Scariest Thing?”
(YouTube Premium streaming anytime)
Educator/entertainer Michael Stevens (of
the popular YouTube Channel Vsauce)
hosts his own documentary-style series,
which uses psychology, sociology and
brain science to explain human behavior.
In honor of Halloween, he hosts a one-off
special digging into the science of fear.

FRIDAY 25

“If You Give a Mouse a Cookie: Halloween
Special” (Amazon streaming anytime)
Given the amount of snowballing chaos
that erupts when you give a mouse a
cookie, I can’t imagine what happens if

Times Square drama are fading away as
the show moves into the 1980s and the
NYC landmark fills up with family-friendly
tourist traps like M&M’s World and Disney
Store. So the series says farewell to the
birthplace of Taxi Driver with a 75-minute
series finale.

TUESDAY 29

“The Curse of Oak Island: The Top 25
Moments You Never Saw” (History 7pm)
You’ve been digging up this damn island
for six seasons without finding the
mythical Oak Island treasure, and now
you’re gonna show off 25 moments that
weren’t even good enough to make it on
the air the first time around? Unless the
moment in which Marty and Rick Lagina
discovered billions of dollars in gold
accidentally ended up on the editing room
floor in season 3, you’re kinda wasting our
time, History.

WEDNESDAY 30

“World’s Biggest Ghost Hunt: Pennhurst
Asylum” (A&E 6pm) It just wouldn’t be
Halloween without A&E locking some
ghosthunters and their videocameras in a
creepy old asylum somewhere. Here’s a
fun drinking game for you: Every time
someone whisper-screams “What the hell
was that?” take a shot. I guarantee you’ll
be seeing all kinds of spirits by the end of
the show. a

SLOTH
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Like the series, there’s plenty of action, adventure
and humor to go around. Screened in English
dubbed and English subtitled versions. 101 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 10/24 at Century
Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Saand Ki Aankh
Bhumi Pednekar and Taapsee Pannu star in this bi-
ographical drama based on the lives of Chandro
(“Shooter Grandmother”) Tomar and Prakashi (“Re-
volver Grandmother”) Tomar, two elderly sisters-in-
law who learned to shoot in their 60s and went on
to become national sharp shooting champions. In
Hindi with English subtitles. 150 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Friday 10/25 at Century 14 Downtown)

The Sound of Silence
A successful (if neurotic) “house tuner” in New York
City, who calibrates the sound of people’s homes in
order to adjust their moods, meets a chronically de-
pressed client with a problem he just can’t seem to
solve. Peter Sarsgaard (Boys Don’t Cry, “The Killing”)
and Rashida Jones (“The Officer,” “Parks and Recre-
ation”) star in this unconventional, quietly amusing
character study involving pseudoscience and poten-
tial romance. 85 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Frdiay
10/25 at Guild Cinema)

Western Stars
Bruce Springsteen performs songs from his new
album Western Stars in this “live” concert film. 93
minutes. PG. (Opens Friday 10/25 at Century Rio,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

RETURNING

The Black Cat (1934)
Horror greats Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi star in an
old-school Universal Studios chiller “suggested” by
the Edgar Allan Poe story of the same name. Ameri-
can honeymooners are involved in a bus crash in
Hungary and end up seeking refuge in a spooky
house full of Satan worshippers. Double-featured
with The Raven. 65 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Wednesday 10/30 at Guild Cinema)

Ghostbusters (1984)
The classic 1984 supernatural comedy returns to
the big screen for its 35th anniversary. Feel free to
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driven event, featuring songs from the album, takes
place inside Roden Crater, visionary artist James Tur-
rell’s never-before-seen installation in Arizona’s
Painted Desert. 35 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Thurs-
day 10/24 at AMC Albuquerque 12, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Lighthouse
From filmmaker Robert Eggers (The VVitch) comes
another moody tale of isolation and (possible) su-
pernatural disorder. In the late 1800s, a retired tim-
berman (Robert Pattinson) is sent to serve as an
apprentice lighthouse keeper on a storm-lashed
New England island. There, he meets a superstitious
old sea dog (Willem Dafoe). Over the coming weeks,
the two descend into a hallucinatory fog of booze,
isolation, madness and some very ominous storm
clouds. Shot in a boxy black and white frame, the
film looks like some long-buried, Poe-inspired film
from a particularly demented filmmaker in the silent
era. What exactly happens in this eerie, old-tyme sea
shanty is kind of up for debate. But Eggers’ stylized
ode to cabin fever is a hypnotizing, haunting (and
occasionally hilarious) two-hander nonetheless. 109
minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 10/24 at Century Rio)

The Mountain
While living in the “golden age” of male supremacy
(the 1950s), an introverted young photographer (Tye
Sheridan from Mud and Ready Player One) joins a
renowned lobotomist (Jeff Goldblum!) on a tour to
promote the doctor’s revolutionary (and recently de-
bunked) medical procedure. As the tour wears on,
however, our young protagonist finds himself in-
creasingly sympathizing with the doctor’s abused
(and primarily female) patients. In his fifth feature,
writer-director Rick Alverson (The Builder, New
Jerusalem, The Comedy) has contributed another
polarizingly odd arthouse drama. 106 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Friday 10/25 at Guild Cinema)

One Piece: Stampede
In honor of the popular anime series’ 20th anniver-
sary, Funimation Films presents this stand-alone
feature film (the 14th, if you’re counting). Super-
powered, rubber-limbed Monkey D. Luffy and his
Straw Hat Pirate crew are competing against pirates
from all over the world at the legendary Pirate Expo.
The winning crew gets their hands on a long lost
treasure that once belonged to Gold Roger himself!

NEW

Bigil
A soccer coach (Tamil star Vijay) struggles to fulfill
the dream of his late friend, while seeking revenge
for his death. It features tons of soccer action and
loads of kung-fu fighting. Also some romance and
dancing. In Tamil with English subtitles. 160 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 10/24 at Century
Rio)

Black and Blue
Cop drama doesn’t come much more pulpy and un-
dercooked. Naomie Harris (Moonlight, Skyfall) stars
as a rookie cop who witnesses a some New Orleans
police officers murder a suspect. She’s got to get
back to the police station with her police-cam
footage before the crooked cops (and, seemingly,
every criminal in the Crescent City) finds her and
kills her. There’s plenty of propulsive action here, but
you’ve seen this urban chase scene countless times
before. 108 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 10/24 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Countdown
What if, like, there was this phone app that could
predict—down to the second—when you would die.
And then, I don’t know, some scary monster popped
out and killed you or something. That’s pretty much
the pitch for this bargain bin variation on Final Desti-
nation/One Missed Call/The Ring. Elizabeth Lail
(“Once Upon a Time”), Jordan Calloway (“Unfabu-
lous”) and Talitha Bateman (“Hart of Dixie”) are
among the TV-friendly young cast. 90 minutes. PG-
13. (Opens Thursday 10/24 at Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Current War: Director’s Cut
Electricity king Thomas Edison (Benedict Cumber-
batch) engages in a cutthroat race with Russian in-
ventor Nikola Tesla (Nicholas Hoult) and industrial
kingpin George Westinghouse (Michael Shannon) to
provide lighting for the landmark Chicago World’s
Fair in 1893. This was supposed to be released
years ago by the Weinstein Company, but that fell
apart (for obvious reasons). Now, it’s finally seeing
the light of day in a special “Director’s Cut” (unusual
for a film that’s never been released before). The
cast is impressive (Tom Holland, Katherine Water-
ston and Matthew Macfadyen are also in there), but
arguments over the relative effectiveness of alternat-
ing current vs. direct current aren’t as fascinating as
they might sound on paper. 102 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 10/24 at Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, High Ridge)

The Great Alaskan Race
Remember Balto, the 1995 animated feature about
the brave sled dog who risks his life to deliver a cure
to the residents of Nome, Ala. during a deadly epi-
demic? Well, it was based on a true story that hap-
pened in 1925 (and subsequently gave birth to the
annual Iditarod Sled Dog Race). So here’s a live ac-
tion version of the story. Unknown actor Brian Pres-
ley (End Game, Home of the Brave, Touchback, Once
Fallen) turns writer-director-star for this family-
friendly, faith-based adventure. 84 minutes. PG.
(Opens Friday 10/25 at Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Housefull 4
In 1419 Sitamgarh, three couples are pulled apart
by an evil conspiracy. Six hundred years later, in
2019 London, the couples’ various reincarnations
meet again. But this time around each one of them
is marrying the wrong person. The four films in
India’s popular Housefull comedy series are not re-
lated by character or story. They do however, all re-
volve around the theme of reincarnation. Akshay
Kumar, Riteish Deshmukh, Bobby Deol, Kriti Khar-
banda, Pooja Hegde and Chunky Pandey (all of
whom have appeared in previous Housefull films)
are among the cast. In Hindi with English subtitles.
145 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 10/25 at Cen-
tury 14 Downtown)

Jesus Is King—An IMAX Experience
Kanye West’s 35-minute promotional film for his new
album Jesus Is King hits IMAX theaters. The gospel-

The Lighthouse

quote along (“It’s true, this man has no penis.”) as
Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis and Ernie
Hudson zap ghosts and demons in midtown Man-
hattan. 105 minutes. PG. (Sunday 10/27 at Flix
Brewhouse)

A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984)
Wes Craven’s sleep-creeping original remains a Hal-
loween classic—despite years of lesser sequels and
the subsequent pop culture popularity of its main
boogeyman. It’s original, visually arresting and quite
scary. And, yes, that’s Johnny Depp dying in a foun-
tain of blood there. 91 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
10/25 at Movies 8, Movies West, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque)

Poltergeist (1982)
The Steven Spielberg-produced/Tobe Hooper-di-
rected spookshow from 1982 returns to remind us
why we should never move to a prefab house in sub-
urbia. R. (Opens Saturday 10/26 at Guild Cinema)

The Raven (1935)
Horror greats Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi star in an
old-school Universal Studios chiller “suggested” by
the Edgar Allan Poe poem of the same name. When
a beautiful young dancer (Irene Ware) is injured in a
car accident, her father and fiancé beg a retired sur-
geon (Lugosi) to save her life. But the surgeon—who
happens to be obsessed with the works of Poe—falls
in love with his patient and tries to cut her loved
ones out of the picture using a horribly disfigured
murderer on the run (Karloff). Double-featured with
The Black Cat. 61 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Wednesday 10/30 at Guild Cinema)

The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975)
Let’s do the time warp again! Not a lot of explaining
is necessary here. This transsexual, sci-fi musical
from 1975 starring Tim Curry, Susan Sarandon and
Barry Bostwick is the essential cult film. As always,
audience participation is not just encouraged but
mandatory. 100 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 10/26 at
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse)

Spirited Away (2001)
Master Japanese animator Hayao Miyazaki won a
deserved Oscar for this magnificent dark fantasy
about a young girl lost in a spirit world filled with
ghosts and witches. The Alice in Wonderland-meets-
The Brothers Grimm storyline lifts this far above typi-
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AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
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3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500
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MOVIES 8
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MOVIES WEST
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WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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Downton Abbey for a visit, putting everyone into a
tizzy. Evidently, there’s a royal assassin on the loose,
as well, but don’t expect a lot of Olympus Has
Fallen-style action. 122 minutes. PG. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, High Ridge, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

First Love
Insanely prolific Japanese director Takeshi Miike
(The Happiness of the Katakuris, Ichi the Killer, Au-
dition, Dead or Alive, Sukiyaki Western Django, 13
Assassins, Yakuza Apocalypse, Blade of the Immor-
tal to barely scratch the surface) is back with an-
other blood-spattered crime comedy. A young boxer
and a call girl get caught up in a drug-smuggling
scheme over the course of one crazed night in
Tokyo. Given that this is Miike, there are plenty of
severed heads, raging cocaine addictions and tan-
gled plot threads to go around—but the filmmaker
has assembled a surprisingly sweet romance amid
the cheerful insanity. 108 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Gemini Man
Thanks to high-tech motion capture and CGI, pres-
ent day Will Smith gets to fight “Fresh Prince of Bel-
Air”-era Will Smith. The excuse? Evil scientists clone
an over-the-hill hitman, and he’s obliged to do bat-
tle with his younger replacement. Ang Lee (The Life
of Pi, Brokeback Mountain) directs, for some rea-
son. The flimsy excuse for a script has been floating
around Hollywood, waiting for special effects tech-
nology to catch up, since the 1990s. It really wasn’t
worth the wait. 117 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albu-
querque 12)

High Strung Free Dance
If you saw 2016’s High Strung, a cheapy, indie
knockoff of every street-dancing-meets-classical-
ballet musical (Flashdance, Breakin’, Step Up,
StreetDance 3D, Save the Last Dance), congratula-
tions. Here’s the sequel you’ve been waiting for.
Classical ballet dancer on a scholarship Ruby and
hip-hop violin-playing busker Johnnie from the first
film are gone, but some of the background players
(Jane Seymour, who cameos as a dance teacher)
return. This time around, the story centers on a
“struggling dancer” and an “innovative pianist” who
get the shot of a lifetime when they are cast in New
York’s most anticipated new Broadway show. 103
minutes. PG. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Hustlers
If you dug the viral New York Magazine article “The
Hustlers at Scores” by Jessica Pressler, you might
be interested in the feature film adaptation starring
Jennifer Lopez, Constance Wu, Julia Stiles, Keke
Palmer, Cardi B and Lizzo. The ladies play a group of
strippers in NYC who decide to embezzle money
from the stock traders and CEOs who visit their club
after the sex industry bottoms out during the late-
2000s financial crisis. Writer-director Lorene Sca-
faria (Seeking a Friend For the End of the World)
has crafted a crowd-pleasing workplace
dramedy/revenge fantasy, while headliner Jennifer
Lopez delivers a commanding performance as the
HBIC. 109 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

It: Chapter Two
It’s been 27 years since the demonic clown Penny-
wise haunted the kids of The Losers Club. Now
they’re all grown up (and played by the likes of
James McAvoy, Jessica Chastain and Bill Hader)
and lured back home to Derry, Maine to exorcise
the monster one final time. 169 minutes. R. (Cen-
tury Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Jexi
Adam Devine (“Workaholics,” Pitch Perfect) stars as
a dude stuck in an abusive relationship with his
talking smartphone (voiced by Rose Byrne). Think
Her, but way raunchier. Jon Lucas & Scott Moore
(The Hangover, Bad Moms) write and direct. R.
(Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

Joker
After Cesar Romero, Jack Nicholson, Mark Hamill,

Heath Ledger and Jared Leto put their stamp on the
character, moody method actor Joaquin Phoenix
tries DC’s iconic villain on for size. This one swings
pretty far afield of the traditional comic book origin
stories, but writer-director Todd Phillips (Old School,
The Hangover) offers a distinctive, Martin Scorsese-
esque vision of a failed comic being disenfran-
chised from society and reinventing himself as an
outsized supervillain for the ages. Reviewed in v28
i41. 121 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, High Ridge, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Judy
Renée Zellwegger (Bridget Jones’s Diary, Chicago)
stars as musical icon Judy Garland and does a
pitch-perfect job (even singing her own songs). The
film picks up in the winter of 1968, as a drug-ad-
dicted and financially strapped Garland arrives in
London to perform a series of sold-out concerts. It’s
based on the stageplay End of the Rainbow by
Peter Quilter. Little-known director Rupert Goold
(True Story) tries to break up the stagebound ele-
ments by flashing back to Garland’s earlier showbiz
days. But these flashbacks (featuring different ac-
tresses) only detract from Zellwegger’s solid per-
formance. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, High
Ridge, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Linda Ronstadt: The Sound of My Voice
Bonnie Raitt, Dolly Parton, Emmylou Harris, Jackson
Browne, Maria Muldaur, Don Henley, David Geffen
and Aaron Neville are among those who drop by to
sing the praises of iconic vocalist Linda Ronstadt.
Filmmakers Rob Epstein and Jeffrey Friedman (The
Celluloid Closet, The Times of Harvey Milk, Howl)
follow Ronstadt’s stunning voice from its start in the
folk music scene of the 1960s through pop star-
dom in the ’70s to jazz standards and traditional
Mexican canciones in the ’80s. 95 minutes. PG-13.
(High Ridge)

Lucy in the Sky
Natalie Portman stars as an astronaut who returns
to Earth after a “transcendent experience” during a

mission in space and begins to lose touch with re-
ality. Noah Hawley (of trippy TV shows “Fargo” and
“Legion”) directs. This is actually a heavily fictional-
ized “reimagination” of the story of Lisa Nowak, the
infamous NASA employee who drove across the
country in a diaper in order to kidnap her ex-lover’s
girlfriend. Hawley plays fast-and-loose with facts
and reality, imagining a lot of high-concept visuals
along the way. But the increasingly outrageous film
stirs psychodrama, noirish crime, feminist parable
and heady sci-fi into an uneasy and incongruent
stew. 124 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, High
Ridge)

Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
Reviewed this issue. 118 minutes. PG. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Once Upon a Time … in Hollywood
Quentin Tarantino’s latest sprawling, multi-storyline
examination of time, place and people heads to
1969 SoCal to track fading TV cowboy Rick Dalton
(Leonardo DiCaprio) and his best friend/stunt dou-
ble Cliff Booth (Brad Pitt) as they navigate a rapidly
changing Hollywood landscape. Along the way, they
cross paths with various real-life pop cultural icons,
from the famous (Bruce Lee) to the infamous
(Charles Manson). It’s a surprisingly mature, medi-
tative look at middle age, changing times and seis-
mic cultural forces—at least until the lurid,
revisionist fantasia of an ending, which owes more
than a wink and a nod to Inglourious Basterds. 161
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
High Ridge, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Rambo: Last Blood
Sylvester Stallone (73 and counting) returns to one
of his most successful franchises. Seems that ass-
kicking Vietnam vet John Rambo has retired to the
nice, quiet life on a rural Southwestern ranch. (Like
that’s gonna last.) Unfortunately (and somewhat in-
evitably, I’m afraid), members of an evil Mexican
drug cartel kidnaps his young niece. Naturally,
Rambo must tie on the headband, strap on the
weapons and travel south of Donald Trump’s border
wall for one last blood-soaked revenge kick. 89
minutes. R. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

S&M 2: Metallica and San Francisco Sym-
phony Together Again Live
James Hetfield, Lars Ulrich, Kirk Hammett and
Robert Trujillo of heavy metal legends Metallica per-
form live with the San Francisco Symphony to mark
the 20th anniversary of their groundbreaking S&M
album from 1999. 150 minutes. Unrated. (Century
Rio)

Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
In the ’80s the monster-filled, short story-jammed
book series Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (written
by Alvin Schwartz and illustrated by Stephen Gam-
mell) was a must-read for middle-school kids look-
ing for some literary shocks. Now, Mexican horror
king Guillermo del Toro produces (but does not di-
rect) this loose adaptation. The film is set in small
town New England where a group of young people
investigates the mystery of Sarah Bellows, a
haunted woman who wrote all of her twisted night-
mares into a book. And now all of those stories are
coming to life. (Which, if we’re being honest, is
kinda the plot to 2015’s Goosebumps adaptation.)
111 minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, UNM Midweek Movies, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX)

Zombieland: Double Tap
Since 2008’s cult hit Zombieland, writers Rhett
Reese and Paul Wernick have gone on to pen the
popular Deadpool series. Now they reunite with di-
rector Ruben Fleischer in this much-anticipated se-
quel. Zombie apocalypse survivors Columbus,
Tallahassee, Wichita and Little Rock (Jesse Eisen-
berg, Woody Harrelson, Emma Stone and Abigail
Breslin) return, facing off against some frighteningly
evolved zombies with the help of some new addi-
tions (Zoey Deutch, Rosario Dawson). 99 minutes.
R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

cal kiddie film fare. Freakishly inventive and filled
with jaw-dropping flights of visual fancy, this cross-
cultural gem is an animation classic that begs to be
seen. Screened in English dubbed and English sub-
titled versions. 125 minutes. PG. (Sunday 10/27 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Tim Burton’s Corpse Bride (2005)
Besotted to the gills with Edgar Allan Poe, Tim Bur-
ton unleashed this macabre musical in 2005.
Johnny Depp voices a shy 19th-century pianist
nervous over his upcoming arranged nuptials to the
daughter of a snooty rich family. Thanks to a grim
misunderstanding, though, our boy finds himself
married to the titular dead gal. The film’s design is
wondrous and—despite all the grisly trappings—
loaded with whimsy and light humor. 76 minutes.
PG. (Friday 10/25 at Movies 8, Movies West)

Two Evil Eyes (1990)
Legendary American horror director George Romero
(Night of the Living Dead, The Crazies) takes on
Edgar Allan Poe’s grisly short story “The Facts in the
Case of M. Valdemar” while legendary Italian horror
director Dario Argento (Suspiria, Deep Red) tackles
Poe’s torture-filled “The Black Cat.” Adrienne Bar-
beau (Creepshow, Escape From New York) stars in
the first. Harvey Keitel (Bad Lieutenant, Reservoir
Dogs) stars in the second. These back-to-back tales
of terror form the basis of this anthology film col-
laboration from 1990, which was recently digitally
restored in a gorgeous 4K print. 121 minutes. R.
(Opens Friday 10/25 at Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING

Abominable
DreamWorks Animation (How to Train Your Dragon,
Shrek, Kung Fu Panda) returns with a cuddly, kid-
centric fable about a young Shanghai teen (Chloe
Bennet) who encounters a runaway yeti on the roof
of her apartment. With the help of friends and
neighbors, she vows to return the magical furry fel-
low to his home atop Mount Everest. Naturally,
they’re chased by an evil industrialist (Eddie Izzard)
up to no good. 97 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Ad Astra
Some 30 years after his father (Tommy Lee Jones)
goes missing in deep space, an astronaut (Brad
Pitt) embarks on a dangerous mission across an
unforgiving solar system to uncover the truth behind
dad’s doomed expedition and the secret that could
be threatening life on Earth. Director James Grey
(Little Odessa, The Yards, We Own The Night) steps
up to the big leagues, delivering a star-spanning
sci-fi saga, faintly inspired by Conrad’s Heart of
Darkness. The tone is like a downbeat 2001: A
Space Odyssey. Pitt narrates the entire film and the
narrative rarely ventures outside his head, leaving
the whole thing somewhat chilly and distant. But it’s
a smartly assembled (and technically stunning)
thinkpiece, nonetheless. 122 minutes. PG-13. (Cen-
tury Rio)

The Addams Family
Charles Addams’ enduringly ghoulish cartoon char-
acters return (appropriately enough) in computer-
animated form. The all-star voice cast includes
Oscar Isaac (Gomez), Charlize Theron (Morticia),
Chloë Grace Moretz (Wednesday), Finn Wolfhard
(Pugsley), Nick Kroll (Uncle Fester), Bette Midler
(Grandma) and Snoop Dogg (Cousin Itt). 87 min-
utes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Downton Abbey
Fans of PBS’ fancy pants “Downton Abbey” never re-
ally cared that hardly anything ever happened in the
series—and when it did, it was random melodrama,
like blackmailing ex-wives from nowhere or sudden
car crashes. They were into it for the dresses and
the table settings. So, for the hardcore historical
fans, here’s some more mellow adventures for the
country estate-dwelling Crawley clan and their vari-
ous servants. It’s 1927 now and it seems that the
King and Queen of England are on their way to



SHOW UP!
BY AUGUST MARCH

GWAR Is Coming
GWAR isn’t so much a
band as it is a multi-
methodology performance
art collective bent toward
the scatological expression
and exposition of certain
quasi-mythological but
sometimes preposterous
rock and roll tendencies.
These proclivities seem to
have found favor with a
certain segment of the
rocanrol listening
audience—one assumes

that adolescent males with a fondness for metal,
mayhem and heavily costumed antics are among
their most dedicated fans.

And, certainly, as the genre has evolved and
even bifurcated, there has been many a rock or
hip-hop outfit who’s dealt in dense depravity,
psyched-out science fiction or the glorification of
good riffs and consequent great globs of brutally
born bodily fluids being spewed with abandon into
venues all over the USA.

Though outfits like Insane Clown Posse and
Mac Sabbath do their thing in costume, tongue
planted firmly in cheek, GWAR presents as the
real thing. In person, while in character, they say
nasty things and shred at the same time. They
want to be believed as transdimensional monsters
from another world who relish violence and decay
as much as they dig hammering out a good,
headbanging jam.

And so they are. At innumerable gigs, the band
flays away at their chosen instruments while
displaying an otherworldly command of metal. It’s
all there, from roaring drums and bestial bass to
flaming guitars and growling vocalizations. While
the albums have vaguely aliens-hellbent-on-
invasion names like This Toilet Earth, We Kill
Everything and Violence Has Arrived, the band
itself is notoriously human. Guitarist Cory
Smoot—who portrayed Flattus Maximus, a
homicidal monster—died of a heart attack in 2011.
A few years later Dave Brockie aka Oderus
Urungus—the obstensible leader this pack of
musical micreants—died of a heroin overdose.

But of course there are still battles to be won
and shows to be played. Not to mention the fact
that the world’s maggot and meat grinder requires
constant supplication.

Or something like that.
Weekly Alibi had a very brief opportunity to

chat with Flattus Maximus’ replacement, a pus-
coverered devourer of souls named—what else—
Pustulus Maximus.

This is what he shouted—over the din as
August March raced toward him with a
microphone disguised as a huge Tibetan dorje—
about the band’s upcoming gig in Burque.
Weekly Alibi: Hey Pustulus!
Pustulus Maximus: What up, Dog?
Why should Burqueños come out for
GWAR?
They’ll have the time of their life if they come to a
GWAR show. It’ll change their life forever, they’ll
never be the same. They may leave pregnant.
Hopefully that threat won’t frighten away
our more enlightened readers.
Ah, they’ll be alright, especially after they hear me
play the guitar! a
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Drifter’s Dream
Josh Ward Speaks

We still have steel guitar in our music, we’re
playing songs that have feelings, you know,
ballads.

There is a lot of beautiful balladry on the

record. Where do the ideas for your songs

come from?

I team up with a great set of writers every time I
do a record and I do write some myself, as well.
Country music is about the ballad, about the
heartache and the song that comes after. It’s
nothing that I have to try to do; it just happens.
Country music comes easy to me.

You seem informed by life and experience in

a poetic sense, true or false?

It’s about real life stuff. You can fabricate songs
however you want. You don’t necessarily have to
live in that moment. But a lot of stuff in my
songs is about the emotional part of life, stuff
that I’ve been through, good or bad. I try to
write honestly about real life. If I’m not the one
doing the writing, if I’m picking the songs—I
feel like the great songs [about life] need to be
heard. And, man, I came across some really
great songs for this new record. These are songs I
believe in, as in “I’ve been there, I’ve done
that.” I can see myself singing these songs for the
next 30 years while being true to them.

Where have you been, and what have you

done?

I’ve been a drifter all my life. Whether it was
working the rodeo or the oil field or making
music, they all go hand in hand. I’m always on
the road, always on the go.

So who is Josh Ward, ultimately?

I’m out here doing what I’ve always wanted to
do. Everybody says it’s living the dream and it is
like a dream.

So your job’s not a job, it’s a damn good

time?

That’s it, man. I love what I do for a living. It all
makes it worthwhile when you come to a place
that you’re not from and there’s a room full of
people who know your name, know your music.
We’re all doing what we’re supposed to do.a

Josh Ward

The Dirty Bourbon Dance Hall and Saloon

9800 Montgomery Blvd. NE Ste. 4

Saturday, Oct. 26 •7pm •$10-$99 • 21+.

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
f one is to follow the writings of August
March, one begins to note a definite twist
toward Tejas.
March’s fascination with music from the state

that lies mostly to the east but somewhat to the
south has its roots in his own history and
upbringing. Dude was born in El Paso to a family
of musicians who favored the violin. His
paternal grandfather made people’s heart melt
with his fiddle, for instance.

So as March proceeds along his search for
new and beautiful sounds to write about, the
stuff coming out of the Lone Star state tends to
have a bit more favor, then say the sounds
coming out of modern Philadelphia. Texas is
certainly closer to New Mexico, he reckons.
And March still goes on and on about the
conversation he had with Edgar Winter abou
the sounds of Texas before a gig in Burque.

One thing always leads to another and it
wasn’t long until your local music critic was
exposed to the music of Texan Josh Ward. Ward,
it so happens, has just crossed over into
Billboard’s vaunted Top 40 with a sly yet saucy
slow burner called “The Devil Don’t Scare Me.”
Like all of his work—and his last ten singles
have all gone to Number 1 on Texas radio—it’s
meticulous, heartfelt and just a little bit dark. It’s
also sublimely subversive.

Ward avoids all the trapping of rocanrol,
sings from the viewpoint of an outsider and
tends to celebrate experiences outside the
normative—in defiance of what modern country
sometimes signifies.

Since he wanted to know something about
Ward’s oeuvre, March listened to the country
croone’rs latest record More Than I Deserve and
then sent the artist an email, inviting him to
chat on the phone.

On Friday morning, Ward telephoned and
the two talked about country music.

Weekly Alibi: Hey, I’ve been listening to

your new album; it’s very captivating. Can

you tell me about your music, please?

Josh Ward: Well, I appreciate it, man. I kinda
get pigeonholed as a Texas artist, but if you ask
me, I’m country.

After listening, I’d say it’s a really pure

country sound.

I’ve heard some people call it neo-traditional.

Josh Ward COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

GWAR
with Sacred Reich, Toxic Holocaust  

and Against The Grain
Sunshine Theater • 120 Central Ave. SW

Monday, Oct. 28 • 7:30pm • $20 • All-ages
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no money. Case managers provide a
foundation—shelter, food, security, sleep.
Then we bring them into counseling to
reinforce their choices to break that cycle of
domestic violence. Once we get them into our
system, our success rate is about 88 percent.

That’s an impressive number. And as you

said it’s all about providing the things

people need to establish stability and

agency. That must take a constant influx of

money to keep the mechanism of help

working. That must be where Emerson and

Entourage Jazz come in, right?

Emerson Corley: Yes, absolutely right on all
counts. We were asked to do a repeat
performance of the Jazz Under the Stars show
we did last year. 

That was an award-winning performance,

as I recall.

Yeah, we won this year’s Best of Burque Music
Reader’s Poll for Best Performance. It’s a dream
come true to bring that concert back, especially
for this cause.

How did it all happen?

My cherished friend Denise Wilcox is on the
board of the DVRC and she saw the show the
summer before last. She got the idea to repeat
the show and have all of the ticket proceeds go
to DVRC New Mexico.

All of the ticket revenue?

Oh yeah!
Vincent: It’s amazingly generous. 

How many seats does the KiMo have?

Emerson: It seats about 600 people. Denise is
sponsoring this show herself, along with Tom
Crow Financial—as well as a few very generous
EJazz fans who are funding an end-of-concert
surprise.

So some of Burque’s hard working

musicians are getting good work and

the community is set to provide

necessary funding for a program that’s

absolutely necessary in Albuquerque.

Que bueno! Does the organization also
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T
he way Emerson Corley of Entourage Jazz
tells the story, the two were easy enough to
combine. Bringing jazz into the service of

local community enrichment efforts works when
there’s a deeply rooted progressive community at
the helm in city filled with substantive ideas
designed to make the human experience more
meaningful, productive and healthy.

This story starts with the previous summer’s
sold-out tribute to American songsters Frank
Sinatra and Bobby Darin. Among the
concertgoers: A representative of a local
organization devoted to prevention,
intervention and recovery services for victims of
domestic violence.

Then a call went out, asking how one might
engage the uplifting arrangements and self-
empowering vocalizations of a noted local jazz
ensemble to bring attention to a public health
crisis that continues to haunt our city and state.

Following some preliminary conferencing,
Domestic Violence Resource Center Executive
Director Vincent Galbiati met with Entourage
Jazz founder and band leader Emerson Corley.
The two came up with a plan: A benefit concert
for DVRC could raise needed funds to help the
organization work with a growing number of
clients while bringing the narrative of the
necessity of such programs to a larger audience.

A concert indeed took shape and Emerson
felt that the music of Bobby and Frank would be
a perfect way to begin a discussion about
domestic violence in Albuquerque.

Fascinated with the purposeful, supportive
idea that had been hatched, Weekly Alibi asked
Emerson Corley of EJazz and Vincent Galbiati of
DVRC to stop by the office for a chat. Here’s a
glimpse into that meeting of minds.

Weekly Alibi: Mr. Galbiati, tell our readers

about the program you run and how it all

got mixed together with jazz music.

Vincent Galbiati: I am the Executive Director
for DVRC. Our organization provides resources
for victims and survivors—and thrivers—of
domestic violence. We have a very specific
model [that we use] that I’m very proud of. We
engage victims on the crime scene. We’re not
the first responders, but we’re the second
responders. Once the police presence is calmed
down and the victim is left alone, what other
resources are available at that moment in time? 

So your organization provides access?

Actually it’s our advocates that do the work.
There’s three units at DVRC. There’s the victim
advocate unit, then there’s case management
and intake. And then there’s counseling. It’s
considered an end-to-end model, so it’s very
contained. We engage the victim at the crime
scene, that’s the first opportunity we have to
break domestic violence cycles. We take a
victim from there, take them through intake
and provide case management. These are
people that are in the most desperate of
situations—they have no food, no clothing,

Sinatra and Bobby Darin. Anyone who has
attended the show before knows that. It’s a story
interwoven with music. The story line is really
about the personal and professional struggles of
these two men. They were not always kind to
women; they were products of their times.

The patriarchy was much stronger in their

age, que no?

Right. I bring that up during the course of the
performance. I wrote an entire story about these
men, the good, the bad, the ugly, the great. It’s
all in there—and also how they handled racial
injustice. These two were some of the first
American popular musicians to acknowledge
the importance of African-American music, too.
Frank Sinatra’s harpist, who will be with us for
the show, told me that Frank wouldn’t play in
places where Nat “King” Cole couldn’t play.
There’s a lot of irony there.

Vincent: There’s an interesting cultural
parallel because you had Jackie Robinson
coming up in the Majors at the same time.

These were all precursors to the coming sea

change, the cultural revolution of the ’60s.

Hopefully we’ll have another progressive

tidal wave like that and domestic violence

will finally be swept away.

Vincent: We can only hope.

So, brass tacks, why is this show important,

philosophically and musically?

From my perspective, domestic violence is one
of the most underreported crimes. The
prevalence in tribal communities is incredibly
high. The more people that have this
knowledge—and this is the odd thing about
domestic violence, neither the abuser or the
abused want to be recognized publicly—the
better the chance we have to begin breaking the
cycle. The summation from me is this: I know
this topic is uncomfortable, but the less one talks
about it, the more it stays hidden. The more
that people in the community do—whether it’s
talking on a panel, whether its presenting the
issue in the theater or the concert hall—the
more success we as a community will have. I
love the idea about [dialogue during]
performance and theater because those forms
approach the issue in a very unique fashion.
That also exposes the problem to an audience
that may never have known the problem exists.

Emerson: I wanna dovetail on that. I think
the thing about EJazz—one of my ideas about
the ensemble all along—is to have a message
with the music. And sometimes, being a clinical
social worker myself, I’m always wondering how
to get that message in there, through the back
door, so people don’t realize it—then they’re
scratching their heads afterwards and thinking,
“What just happened? I thought I was just going
to a concert, but now I feel something different,
I’m thinking about something in a new way.”
The fact that we’re recreating this event
together—as a community—signifies that we
have a deep message for you all. We have to
think about this, it’s not just about nice music
It’s about human struggle. a

receive funding from other sources?

Vincent: Our funding sources are primarily
government grants from the city, state and
federal governments. What my job is—and
I’ve only been here for about four
months—is to, well my background is in
corporate development.

Wow, how did you end up in Burque?

I took the scenic route here. My mother and
father retired here. My father was involved in
the copper industry and he had a project up in
Cuba. My father can’t live on his own anymore,
so in addition to my work with DVRC, I’m his
primary caregiver. He has early onset
Alzheimer’s.

So it sounds like you had a calling to be out

here.
I actually did the start- up phases for the New
Mexico Cannabis Chamber of Commerce and I
was asked by one of the members to interview
for the position at DVRC because of my skill set.
My main skill is development under duress.
When I came on board, I noticed that the
organization hadn’t grown, and I wondered why.
We’re putting money together to help DVRC
grow. We are not big enough right now and we
need to structure upwards.

Emerson: It’s a good fit.

Obviously domestic violence remains a

huge problem in these parts.

It’s disturbing. From my perspective, I told the
board of directors that my inspiration was to
grow the institution. We believe tise concert
will be a memorable part of that.

Speaking of memorable, Emerson, you’ve

spent about three years now growing one

of Burque’s best jazz ensembles.

Emerson: Well, the other thing to remember
about this show, though, August is that it’s not
just a concert featuring the music of Frank

Where Music and Message Mingle
EJazz and Community Service Meld for Benefit Concert

Entourage Jazz

Entourage Jazz Swings Bobby & Frank

A Concert Benefiting the Domestic Violence
Resource Center

KiMo Theatre • 423 Central Ave. NW
Sunday, Oct. 27 • 2pm • $25 • All-ages

COREY YAZZIE



A
group of politicians and cannabis industry
leaders officially made their
recommendations to Gov. Michelle Lujan

Grisham vis-à-vis recreational cannabis
legalization in 2020. The report was published
on the group’s website last week.

We’ve been waiting on pins and needles to
see what they’d spit out. While the report
is made up of a list of “recommendations,”
it’s probably pretty close to what we’ll end up
seeing in an actual bill next year. The 2019
attempt at legislation was terrible,
thanks to a last-minute compromise
that would have introduced a state-run
recreational market. Some people (your
reporter) still believe that the inclusion
of such a terrible plan was meant to kill
the bill on the sly. But some people (also
your reporter) smoke entirely too much
reefer and tend to look for conspiracy
theories where there are none. The
group made certain to recommend
that pot shops be run by private
businesses back in September.

According to the release, the
group’s four main priorities while
writing the report were public safety,
maintaining a robust medical cannabis
program, product safety and ensuring equity.
The group says it reviewed 101 pages of
public policy research, answered 279 policy
questions, held 30 hours of public meetings
and took in more than 200 pages of public
written comment before writing the 16-page
report. The group gives five recommendations
to the governor:

1. Require clear labeling and “robust
testing” for THC products.

2. Invest in law enforcement programs and
bar communities from opting out to deter black
markets.

3. Create social equity by ensuring that the
low-income and communities of color have
opportunities in the new market while using
cannabis revenue to pump funds into
communities that have been disproportionately
damaged by marijuana prohibition.

4. Maintain a “robust” medical program by
lowering costs for patients and medical
producers while expanding access to products.

5. Give a certain amount of control to local
governments by allowing counties and
municipalities to enact their own zoning and
licensing regulations.

The state’s 30-day legislative session begins
at noon on Jan. 21. Lujan Grisham has said
she’ll make legalization a priority this time
around. 

In a recent interview with Albuquerque
City Councilor and group leader Pat Davis
(which can be found in Weekly Alibi’s
Cannabis Manual—on stands this week!), it
was revealed that if everything goes according
to plan, we could see legalization
implemented as early as 2021. So, we’re
getting there, albeit at a snail’s pace.
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Governor’s Group Reports
Recommendations Made for Legalization

capacity as a governing unit, had already
developed hemp regulations. Navajo Times
reports that Nez disagrees. He claimed that the
Board, led by NAAC’s Dineh Benally, doesn’t
have the authority to implement regulations
for the tribe. “The recent farm bill indicates
that tribes do have the sovereign ability to
regulate hemp production,” Nez told reporters.
“The fact that we do not yet have rules in
place does not mean that it is legal for anyone
to grow it.” 

The Navajo Agricultural Products Industry
Board of Directors issued a statement
supporting the president and agreeing that
growing hemp on the Navajo Nation is illegal: 

“The Council has not granted anyone
with exclusive rights to grow or cultivate
hemp on the Navajo Nation. New Mexico
State University and NAPI are the only
entities that are authorized to grow hemp on

the Navajo Nation … Although the 2018
Farm Bill established a pathway for

federal recognized Tribes to regulate
the growth and cultivation of
hemp … the Navajo Nation has
not adopted regulations to
permit the growth or
cultivation of hemp.”

Nevertheless, the NAAC says
it plans to expand production

rather than halt it. 
In the meantime, Nez says the

Navajo Nation Council is working with
NAPI to develop hemp regulations. It’s still
unclear if the store will remain open. 

CDC Official Defends Legit
THC Vapes
During a hearing before the House
Appropriations Labor, Health and Human
Services, Education and Related Agencies
Subcommittee, Centers for Disease Control
Principal Deputy Director Anne Schuchat
said that while the majority of vaping-related
lung injuries plaguing the country have been
linked to THC cartridges, they were all
purchased from illicit sources—not legitimate
cannabis businesses. 

Schuchat was questioned by Rep. Andy
Harris, of Maryland, during the hearing. Harris
was openly hostile to the idea of federal
legalization. He repeatedly attempted to
conflate legally obtained THC cartridges with
illicit ones and even asked Schuchat if
adolescents who reported using THC products
were using them for medical reasons.

“We don’t have data,” she told him. “One
thing I would say is there’s a lot of debate out
there about whether legal status makes things
better or worse in the states because some of
our concerns right now are about the
counterfeit and black market.”

The CDC and the New Mexico
Department of Health still recommend
avoiding THC vaping products until health
officials suss out the cause of the lung
injury outbreak. a

Navajo Hemp Store Open,
Despite Warnings
A battle over hemp is being waged on the
Navajo Nation. 

Earlier this month, President Jonathan Nez
warned entrepreneurs that hemp production is
illegal on Navajo land after it was announced
that the Native American Agricultural
Company planned to open the Navajo
Nation’s first hemp products store. The
company responded by opening Navajo Gold
Health and Wellness Center’s doors in
Shiprock on Oct. 3. The Navajo Nation San
Juan River Farm Board released this statement
the next day:

“In 2000, the Navajo Tribe approved the
production of hemp on the Navajo Nation. In
2018, the Navajo Nation San Juan River Farm
Board … then developed the Regulations
required to cultivate hemp on individual farms
… President Trump signed into law the
Agricultural Improvement Act of 2018 … As
a result of the Native Farm Bill Coalition, the
final package included 60 provisions
specifically supporting Native American tribes,
farmers, ranchers, and producers …”

The press release says that the Board, in its

STRAIN CORNER
BY EDWARD BARRETT

Future at Sandia Botanicals

The way the cannabis industry has shifted
rapidly and developed over the past few years
has been impressive, to say the least. One must
wonder if, in the future, we’ll be able to press a
button on our chests to immediately feel the
effects of a phat blunt or a strong cocktail while
sitting in our automated flying drones. It is in
this advanced and visionary spirit that I decided
to give the strong Future (THC: 21.82%, CBD:
0.31%—$12/gram) strain from Sandia
Botanicals (2406 Comanche Rd. NE) a try.

The buds were tenderly moist and velvety
soft yet dense and held together compactly.
There were small tufts of dark orange hairs
interspersed in slight pockets throughout the
body of the flower. The overall hue was a very
pale green that was close to gray. Everything
was coated in a fine frosting of sugary THC
crystals. Seeing the tight and plump nuggets
from afar, they give the appearance of
pinecones or small fruits covered in lichen. 

At first the smell took on a slightly pungent,
grassy odor, but then developed into a more
savory and meaty scent. Eventually, peanut
butter notes took over. Overall, the scent profile
was complex and interesting. I was curious how
the flavors would compare to the smells. 

After packing an exquisitely fluffy yet
compact bowl, I was struck with an immediate
head rush and euphoric sensation. This
response was strong and instantaneous, which
was surprising and distracting at first. After
allowing the potent initial jolt to subside, I was
able to relish and analyze the tastes. It was
very smooth and light. Even after multiple and
prolonged sparks, Future still hit easily and
delicately. At times I detected very faint berry
notes, almost as if a handful of cheap fruit
snacks had melted in my mouth. After the
strange, brief berry notes passed, the taste
changed to that of a smooth and very light
cigarette. 

The overall feeling was euphoria and
relaxation. The initial head rush was
discombobulating but thrilling. After allowing a
few minutes to go by, the sensation shifted to
an overall body and mental stimulation. I felt
mentally and visually focused and intrigued by
my surroundings. I also noticed that I felt quite
a bit more sociable and that other—normally
despicable—human beings seemed tolerable.

This strong strain would be useful for those
suffering from fatigue or sluggishness. The
initial thunderbolt of a head rush sensation is
sure to wake one from slumber. This shock
could prove a bit much for those who are
anxious or for those who are novices to
marijuana and its effects. 

Future is good for a boost of productivity
and creativity and could help with lifting
patients’ overall mood. It was an electrifying
and entertaining strain to try. The immediate
sensation I received might be overwhelming at
first, but I ultimately found it to be somewhat
thrilling. Hopefully, in the future, all strains will
be as enjoyable as Future was.  a
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Singapore has one of
the world’s lowest fertility rate. A few years ago, this
state of affairs prompted the government to urge
Singaporeans to have sex on an annual holiday
known as National Day. A new rap song was released
in the hope of pumping up everyone’s libidos and
instigating a baby boom. It included the lyrics, “Let’s
make fireworks ignite / Let’s make Singapore’s
birthrate spike.” I have a different reason for
encouraging you to seek abundant high-quality sex,
Aries. According to my analysis, tender orgasmic
experiences will profoundly enhance your emotional
intelligence in the coming weeks—and make you an
excellent decision-maker just in time for your big
decisions. (PS You don’t necessarily need a partner.)

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): In the 1530s,
explorer Jacques Cartier led expeditions from France
to the New World. As Europeans often did back then,
he and his team were rude and brutish to the
indigenous folks who lived there, stealing their land,
kidnapping some of them, and slaughtering herds of
great auks in a bird sanctuary. Yet there was one
winter when Cartier’s marauders got crucial help from
their victims, who gave them Vitamin C-rich pine
needle tea that cured their scurvy. I suspect you
Tauruses will embark on quests and journeys in the
coming months, and I’m hoping your behavior will be
different from Cartier’s. When you arrive in unfamiliar
places, be humble, curious and respectful. Be hesitant
to impose your concepts of what’s true, and be eager
to learn from the locals. If you do, you’re likely to get
rich teachings and benefits equivalent to the pine
needle tea.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Many software
engineers have enjoyed The Pragmatic Programmer,
a book that helps them develop and refine their code.
One popular technique the book offers is “rubber
duck deprogramming.” Programmers place a toy
rubber duck in front of them, and describe to it the
problems they’re having. As they explain each line of
code to their very good listener, they may discover
what’s amiss. I recommend a similar approach to you
as you embark on metaphorically debugging your
own program, Gemini. If a rubber duck isn’t available,
call on your favorite statue or stuffed animal, or even
a photo of a catalytic teacher or relative or spirit.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Read the following
passage from Gabriel García Márquez’s novel One
Hundred Years of Solitude. “Gaston was not only a
fierce lover, with endless wisdom and imagination, but
he was also, perhaps, the first man in the history of
the species who had made an emergency landing and
had come close to killing himself and his sweetheart
simply to make love in a field of violets.” I admire the
romantic artistry of Gaston’s dramatic gesture. I
applaud his imaginative desire to express his love in a
carefully chosen sanctuary filled with beauty. I praise
his intense devotion to playful extravagance. But I
don’t recommend you do anything quite so extreme in
behalf of love during the coming weeks. Being 20
percent as extreme might be just right, though.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): In his song “Diplomatic
Immunity,” rapper Drake disparages tranquility and
harmony. “I listen to heavy metal for meditation, no
silence,” he brags. “My body isn’t much of a sacred
temple, with vodka and wine, and sleep at the
opposite times,” he declares. Is there a method in his
madness? It’s revealed in these lyrics: “All that peace
and that unity: all that weak sh— will ruin me.” In the
coming weeks, Leo, I urge you to practice the exact
opposite of Drake’s approach. It’s time to treat
yourself to an intense and extended phase of self-
care.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): It’s a favorable time to
refresh your relationships with your basic sources
and to make connections with new basic sources. To
spur your creative thought on these matters, I offer
the following questions to meditate on. 1. If you
weren’t living where you do now, what other place
might you like to call home? 2. If you didn’t have the
name you actually go by, what other name would you
choose? 3. If you had an urge to expand the circle of
allies that supports and stimulates you, whom would

you seek out? 4. If you wanted to add new foods and
herbs that would nurture your physical health and
new experiences that would nurture your mental
health, what would they be?

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Mushrooms have
spores, not seeds. They’re tiny. If you could stack
2,500 of them, they’d be an inch high. On the other
hand, they are numerous. A ripe mushroom may
release up to 16 million spores. And each spore is so
light-weight, the wind can pick it up and fling it long
distances. I’ll encourage you to express your power
and influence like a mushroom in the coming days:
subtle and airy but abundant; light and fine, but
relentless and bountiful.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): “Sometimes the
easiest way to get something done is to be a little
naive about it,” writes computer engineer Bill Joy. I
invite you to consider the value of that perspective,
Scorpio—even though you’re the least likely sign in all
the zodiac to do so. Being naive just doesn’t come
naturally to you; you often know more than everyone
else around you. Maybe you’ll be more receptive to
my suggestion if I reframe the task. Are you familiar
with the Zen Buddhist concept of “beginner’s mind”?
You wipe away your assumptions and see everything
as if it were the first time you were in its presence.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Is it always a
bad thing to be lost? To wander in the unknown
without a map? I’d like to propose a good version of
being lost. It requires you to be willing to give up your
certainties, to relinquish your grip on the comforting
dogmas that have structured your world—but to do
so gladly, with a spirit of cheerful expectancy and
curiosity. It doesn’t require you to be a macho hero
who feels no fear or confusion. Rather, you have faith
that life will provide blessings that weren’t possible
until you got lost.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): “Worrying is the
most natural and spontaneous of all human
functions,” wrote science educator Lewis Thomas.
“Let’s acknowledge this, perhaps even learn to do it
better.” I agree with him! And I think it’s an ideal time
for you to learn how to worry more effectively, more
potently and with greater artistry. What might that
look like? First, you wouldn’t feel shame or guilt
about worrying. You wouldn’t regard it as a failing.
Rather, you would raise your worrying to a higher
power. You’d wield it as a savvy tool to discern which
situations truly need your concerned energy and
which don’t.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): “Some wounds go
so deep that you don’t even feel them until months,
maybe years, later,” wrote Aquarian author Julius
Lester. Pay attention to that thought, Aquarius. The
bad news is that you are just now beginning to feel a
wound that was inflicted some time ago. But that’s
also the good news, because it means the wound will
no longer be hidden and unknowable. And because
you’ll be fully aware of it, you’ll be empowered to
launch the healing process. I suggest you follow your
early intuitions about how best to proceed with the
cure.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): If you’ve been having
dreams or fantasies that the roof is sinking or the
walls are closing in, you should interpret it as a sign
that you should consider moving into a more spacious
situation. If you have been trapped within the narrow
confines of limited possibilities, it’s time to break free
and flee to a wide open frontier. In general, Pisces, I
urge you to insist on more expansiveness in
everything you do, even if that requires you to
demolish cute little mental blocks that have tricked
you into thinking small. a

HOMEWORK: YOU DON’T HAVE TO FEEL EMOTIONS

THAT OTHERS TRY TO MANIPULATE YOU INTO

FEELING. YOU ARE FREE TO BE WHO YOU WANT TO

BE. FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes.
The audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-
4888 or (900) 950-7700.
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Photographic Services

GENERAL PHOTOGRAPHY
www.DavidMartinezPhotograph
y.com 

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your

Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Announcements

w
WRITERS NEEDED -
CONTEST Are you a

closet writer? Do you have a
flair for brevity? Take our
challenge and write a short

Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select
retailers and various downtown
locations. Coverage includes
politics, humor, film, opinion,
music, art and the most
comprehensive entertainment
guide in Nuevo Mexico. ¡Arriba!

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Employment

RESID. YOUTH CARE WORKER
FT/PT â?” All Shifts)HSE/HS
Dip. plus + months of work

related exp., pref. working
directly w/youth & social
problems. Must be 21 years of
age. $12.16/HR; $13.66/HR

Real Estate

TO MY LGBYQ COMMUNITY
Thinking of buyingor selling a
home? Call Mike Haley at
Coldwell Banker Legacy Real
estate! PUt his years
experience to work for you. C
505 280-4222, O 505 293-
3700.

Apartments for Rent

FOR RENT 2 BDRM 1 BTH.
Near Central & Wyoming.

Dwnstrs apt. $575 + DD.
(505)480-5315.

Houses for Rent

FOR RENT. 2 BDRM, 1 BATH,
NE ABQ. Washer/Dryer
hookups. Private yard.
$850/mo, $400 DD. Call
505-480-5315.

Old Town

w
OLD TOWN ADOBE Avail
11/15 2bd/1ba/2cg

HW flrs + fp, w/d + appl
$1300/mo $1500 dd
edgerlyproperties@comcast.net

Houses for Sale

East Mountains

MOUNTAIN HOMESTEAD
2.75acres@7000ft30 min
east.3bed2bath home,fenced
with garden&fruit trees.Barn
with upstairs bedroom
loft,garden house with

Pay diff. for Swing/Graveyard.
APPLY: YDINM.ORG

FRESQUEZ COMPANIES Join
our team at Albuquerque
Sunport! Many positions to

choose from! Apply at
www.fresquezcompanies.com
then call 505.842.4292 to
schedule an interview. 

short story using 30 words (or
less). Only $5 to enter. Cash
Prizes. Winners posted on
social media! Details and
rules at reading-works.org This
contest supports Reading
Works, a community-based,
nonprofit.

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.

UBER DRIVER
Hi Mel 
We met when you were going thru a divorce. I told myself to
forget about you as the agony of not being with you was to
painful. Then I screwed up the second time. Hope you will
read my Instagram message and hopefully the 3rd time is a
charm.
Your Uber driver
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: My car on 10/26/2018.

BREWEY BOYFRIEND #2

You are seperated from me by a wall. For over a year, you

look at me as I sit at the bar. I watch you as your fixed

attention falls on each detail of culinary perfection. Your

blue eyes as that of a sun glistening on an ocean tide. I woo

you sir. I woo you. See me as you see your plate of food. I

will be your entree.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Quarter Celtic 1 on 10/11/2019.

SANDWICH LINE
We made eye contact while we talked: you green eyes,
nose ring, legs like summer, top like october and you were
headed for a Jersey Joe sandwich. Not an Albuquerque
turkey or philly cheese steak and I felt bad. We sat in
judgment but kindness and I was too afraid to ask and I
know this is a long shot but such a beautiful weird
selection has been made for a Hailey’s comet rocket ship.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: University on 9/27/2019.

BREWERY BOYFRIEND
You, a tall, thin, bearded, curly haired wonder. You had
jeans and a hat on with your dark locks of love curling
around your sharp jaw line. I’m a short blonde that’s
curvy and loud. I walked in at the brewery and sat at the
bar. You didn’t notice me at all at first, but I sat staring at
you awkwardly for a while. I was hoping I was your type.
We locked eyes when I ordered my second beer. We
discussed things we liked, and you told me you didn’t like
makeup. I would go bare for you.
I am a Man. I saw a Man.
Where: Quarter Celtic 1 on 9/4/2019.

coop.hardwoodfloors,woodstove
,metalroof&MANY
EXTRAS.100k$Scott@221-
9340

Hotels

Northeast

WEEKLY ROOM RENTALS
Friendly community. $210.00
weekly plus tax. $100.00
deposit required.
amerstoneinn.org

Body & Soul
Counseling/Psychiatry

PSYCHOLOGIST Kristina Rynes
PhD. Compassionate, effective
therapy to gain hope and
control over anxiety or
depression. 505-750-8462
kristinarynesphd.com. Accepts
insurance.

Licensed Massage

MASSAGE Full body $60/hr
$80/90mins. 805 San Pedro
Dr SE, Abq. Appt: Call
Patterson 505-385-6429. LMT
5767

MEZMERIZING MASSAGE BY
MISS VIKI Call 505-304-
4121 to schedule Appt. Lic#
1904

TANTRA MASSAGE AND
TEACHING Give yourself the
beautiful and powerful gift of
Tantra massage and teaching
from a Certified Tantra
Educator and Professional
Massage Therapist Lic#2788.
I provide for men and women
as well as couples. Call 505
920 3083 for scheduling.
Namaste, Julianne Parkinson 

MASSAGE Massage: located
in the Nob Hill close to
downtown and university
area. Quite clean small
studio. New hours now that
I’m back at school Monday
through Saturday 9..6 call to
make an appointment (505)
295-9458 lic# 9993

w
REFLEXOLOGY/MASSA
GE ABQ http://barefoot-

massage.com/ Lic#7318

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing

requires registration numbers for
individuals who practice
massage therapy. These
registration numbers are
included in all ads within
category 300. Advertisers in this
category are registered and
licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic
massage. Advertisers in category
300 do not perform sexual
massages. Any concerns
regarding any of the advertisers
in this category should be
directed to: Weekly Alibi.
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Across

1 Mgr.’s helper

5 Bendy joint

10 Spongy toy brand

14 “The Avengers” villain

15 Word before firma or cotta

16 Wall mirror shape

17 Skill at noticing things (or,

Item of interest)

19 Prefix with sol and stat

20 Out on the waves

21 Bad day at bat (or, One

more than two)

23 British writer Ben known

for his books of “Miscellany”

25 Chimney passages

26 500 maker

28 Find the secret code to

get out, e.g.

31 Fifth of a series

34 Elite Eight org.

36 Divide by tearing

38 “Here, don’t get locked

out” (or, Unlocking question)

43 “The Godfather” first

name

44 Something ___

45 Actor Penn of “Sunnyside”

46 “Wild Thing” band, with

“The”

50 Outer jigsaw puzzle piece

52 “You’re pulling ___!”

54 Sets as a goal

58 Have a wide panoramic

view (or, Country distances?)

62 “Swell”

63 Arm bone

64 “Watch out” (or, Boded

disaster)

66 Salad bar veggie

67 PBS chef Bastianich

68 “___ not know that!”

69 “Smooth Operator” singer

70 “Oh jeez!”

71 Full of streaks

Down

1 Jennifer Garner spy series

2 Cinematic intro?

3 Smidge

4 Grow bored with

5 One of les quatre saisons

6 “Blade Runner 2049” actor

Jared

7 “Garden State”

actor/director Zach

8 Camden Yards athlete

9 Bewhiskered beast

10 Two-by-two vessel

11 In any case

12 Very uncommon

13 Mass of floating ice

18 Purpose of some apps

with profiles

22 Investigator, informally

24 Food popular on Tuesdays

27 Body image?

29 Look at the answers

30 “Orinoco Flow” singer

31 Rugged wheels

32 “Get rid ___!”

33 Tolkien trilogy, to fans

35 “All in favor” answer

37 Cable modem alternative

39 Hotel posting

40 Supportive cheer

41 Meat-testing org.

42 Singer/songwriter Spektor

47 Place with a membership,

often

48 In a slick-talking manner

49 Smartphone shot?

51 Food Network notable

53 Crystal-lined stone

55 Toksvig currently of “The

Great British Bake Off”

56 Skipped the restaurant

57 “Hot” rum drink

58 2016 World Series

champions

59 “Under the Bridge”

bassist

60 Having no depth, in brief

61 Mumbai titles

65 When doubled, a guitar

effect

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Letter Imperfect”—I’ll try to spell it out.



Building the Cannatopia
Creating our future for the cannabis and hemp industry.

alibi.com

$10 General Admission

$5 w/ Medical Cannabis Card

November 1, 2019
Noon-5pm

at the Las Cruces 
Convention Center

presents

SOUTHERN NEW MEXICO

CANNABIS EXPO

in partnership with
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